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news. These otherwise dead statistics tell us that there is a good,
solid core of America which bas
not succumbed to the lure of the
busty dust jacket or the siren song
of the four-letter gentry. Scattered
over the length and breadth of
our land are ordinary folk who
don't care what Ike told Kay Sum·
mersby during a jeep-ride through
downtown London. Not for the
masses do the cynical young Homers smite their bloomin' lyres.
John Q. Public has the decency
not to rake over the dry bones of
long-dead papas and mamas whose
human failings have been exaggerated to provide laughs for their
children's friends.
't\Telcome, then, the sun that
shines down this fair May upon
our happy, illiterate land. May it,
in The Heat of the Day (Knopf,
$3.00), bring warmth to The Uni-

Beautiful May

., IF

WE remember correctly, our
last note and comment last
month was written in a minor key.
Since that time, we have gotten
on the Lucky Level and we face
May with eyes clear, nostrils dis• tended, and head high.
Our main reason for this optimism lies in the result of a poll
which has been reported to us by
a friend in the publishing business. It seems that in the course
" of gathering data for the new
book, Radio Listening in A merica, the National Opinion Research Center asked some 3,529
people the question, "Did you
happen to read any books last
month?" and only 918 answered
.. affirmatively. Moreover, of these
918, 74 per cent read only a part
of a book but did not complete it.
Now here, we submit, is good
1
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verse and D,-. Einstein (Sloane,
$2.50), to The Master of the Girl
Pat (Doubleday, $3.00), and to
The Golden Salamander (Mill,
. 3.oo). To all of our readerless
authors and to all of our bookless
readers we send our best hopes
that this May may be Their Finest
Hou ·r (Houghton Mifflin, $6.oo).

Memorial Day
an infantryman from
Missouri who had been sent
back to the rest camp after several weeks in the line during the
Biak operation. We got to talking to him one evening and he
told us about his home-the new
wife he had married just before
he went overseas, the house they
were buying, his parents, and his
father's hope that after the war
he would come back and take
over the family's hardware store.
All very ordinary but all very
pleasant.
He left the rest camp two days
later to return to his unit. We
had forgotten to ask his name or
to find out the unit to which he
belonged. It frequently happened
during those days that an exchange of confidences did not necessarily mean the beginning of a
friendship. The exchange was
more important than the person
with whom the exchange took
place.

H

E WAS

We didn't see him again for
over a week. Then, one day, we
were walking along the coral
bench behind the military cemetery and, looking down, we saw a
committal service in progress.
'"'hat it was that impelled us to
go down is hard to say because
ordinarily we avoided such occasions but this time we did go
down. The body was that of the
young Missouri infantryman,
killed by a sniper's bullet just
that morning in what the communiques called mopping-up opcrations.
As we say, he was not even a
friend of ours under any of the
customary definitions of friendship. '"'e lost a number of close
friends during the war. And yet
it is this infantryman rather than
they who comes most vividly to
mind whenever Memorial Day
rolls around each year. Perhaps it
is because he has become to us a
kind of personal Unknown Soldier, the nameless scapegoat born
to have loaded upon his head the
iniquities of the people and to
be driven off into the wilderness.
God grant him rest, whoever
and whatever he may have been.
And God grant us wisdom to find
a better way to resolve our ancient fears and hates and jealotisies.

..
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Academic Freedom
•

MAY be unkind of us to do
this, but we can't resist suggesting that secular education has
finally got itself hoisted by its
own petard.
For something like a hundred
years now, we have been going
along in education on the assumption that man is nothing
more than a thinking animal,
that truth is pretty much a relative thing, that there are no absolutes, and that whatever lies be., yond the compass of the human
mind can, at best, lie only in the
area of probability rather than
_, established fact. Academic freedom, under that sort of a philosophy, means freedom to challenge
any traditional belief in the light
of the New Enlightenment.
And now look where we are. A
few men on a few campuses in
our country have followed their
free minds into the Marxist camp
and all of a sudden there is a
general call for their scalps.
What kind of consistency is that?
" 1£ there are no absolutes, who is
to say that Marx is wrong? If
truth is relative, then who is to
assay the man y political systems
that have been proposed and determine the truth-content of
>~ each? If the human mind is capable of fathoming all things, then
who has the right to set a limit
beyond which a man may not
follow his mind ?

•

IT
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Our sympathies go out to the
college administrators who have
to face these questions. And may
we suggest that their problem is
more than a simple question of
whether a Communist should be
permitted to teach on a university campus? For lacking any absolutes, if you throw out the
Communists, you set a precedent
under which truth becomes a
matter of majority opinion. The
same sort of rationalization that
leads to Red purges can be used
in the future to purge existential
philosophers, medical professors
who disagree with the American
Medical Association, honest po·
litical scientists who see weaknesses in the American system of
government, or anybody else who
is out of line with majority opinion.
As it happens, we of the CRESSET have no love for the MarxistLeninist·Stalinist line. But we sec
it as an idea that can not be
killed by attempting to muffic
those who espouse it any more
than any other idea can be silenced by violence. The only way
to kill off an idea is to oppose it
with a stronger and more valid
idea. To forbid a Communist to
teach is to dignify his weak and
wobbly philosophy far beyond its
deserts.

4
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Government by Coalition
difficulties the President
has been having in getting
his legislative program through
Congress points up the fact that
we have actually developed a
three-party system here in the
United States. And as with all
three-party systems, we find it
increasingly hard to translate the
·will of the people into law.
Actually, the Democratic party is two parties. There is an arm
of the party which corresponds
roughly to the British Labour
party. The other arm corresponds
n1ore closely to the British Liberal party. The Republicans are
more homogeneous. Practically,
the Republican party is a conserva tive party, although it has a
small but vocal element which
might more properly be included
within one of the two branches
of the Democratic party.
In voting a Democratic administration last fall, the American
people were actually voting for
a continuation of the coalition
government which the Democratic party offers. As with all coalitions, there is a kind of vague ·
general agreement on some matters but there are sharp cleavages
on others. Under a strong·leader,
it is possible to submerge or compromise the cleavages and get
some sort of program through.
Under anything less than strong
leadership, the cleavages becom~
THE

more significant than the points
of agreement and a stalemate develops.
It has often been suggested in
the past, and it might be well to
suggest it again, that a realignment of parties would be in order. As things stand now, it is
impossible for a voter to translate his wishes into effective political action at the polls. If one
votes Democratic, for instance, is
he voting for Mr. Truman's program or is he voting for the progr~m of men whose regional loyalues transcend party loyalties?
If he votes Republican, is he voting for Senator Taft's program
or for Senator Morse's program?
This is not to say that we
would wish to see two extreme
parties develop. We would, however, like to see two homogeneous
parties offering quite different
platforms. Since we must effectuate our policies through party
organizations, we should like to
see parties which are in a position to deliver what they promise in their platforms.

..
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More Room at the Rail
turned up a discovery
S recently
that men have "'
CIENCE

yearned for since the first fellow
scooped out a log and splashed
out from the home shore. But
President Truman didn't call a

May 1949
national holiday. Factory whistles
... were silent. No reporters bristled
out to quiz the man on the street
about his reactions to the new
quirk in the path of civilization.
Two Johns Hopkins physicians
are pretty sure they have the cure
• for seasickness. While dealing
with a lady motorist suffering
from hives, they administered the
drug Dramamine, which not only
restored her complexion to its
Ponds-like loveliness, but cured
her car sickness. Since car sick~ ness, particularly in the case of a
woman operating a Ford on the
principles of a Singer, is closely
allied with air sickness and seasickness, they pursued the discovery. The doctors experimented
on soldiers enroute from New
York to Germany on a turbulent
• Atlantic. One batch of G.I.'s got
doses of the drug and only two
got so much as dizzy. After the
drug was stopped, and, we presume, the sea continued to churn,
thirty per cent got sick. To convince the Spartan souls who are
-~ constantly assuring the craven
cowards at the ship's rail that
theirs is a mental state, another
batch of G.I.'s were given capsu les they believed to be the new
drug but really were sugar. Of
~ this unfortunate group of 123,
thirty-five became decidedly green
at the gills. When Dramamine
was administered all but one
were cured.

5

Although seasickness has seldom been noted in historic documents, it has been the common
denominator between the Phoenicians, the Norsemen, and the
G.I.'s. No ailment has so unflaggingly undermined man's dignity
as the sudden need for a porthole.
vVe, are, however, skeptical
enough about man's strange ways
with inventions to await a brand
new evil tagging on the heels of
the brand new good. Behold the
amusement park, its fantastic
Erector Set geometry smoldering
under peeling white paint. Between the crescendos of the roller coaster comes the cry of the
hawker: "Get your Drama-Mine
here. Only a cad would take his
girl on the ride without that Little Wonder Drug, Drama-Mine.
Get your .... "

Defense Appropriations and
Our Shrinking Planet
HESE recent round-the-world
flights, which have been publicized as major steps forward,
meet with something less than
our unqualified approval for they
aggravate a situation which is
bad enough in itself.
As some of our more thoughtful people have been pointing
out, the population of the world
is increasing at a rate which, in

T
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view of the rate at which we arc along with many of our other
using up the world's resources, new neighbors.
And the worst of it is that we
can only be described as alarmcan
expect more and faster
ing. What we need is a larger
earth, not only in order to get flights hereafter. In fact, every
more land and more minerals but time Congress takes up another
in order to keep this cantankerous defense appropriation bill we can
creature, man, from having to expect another air speed or dis'live in a crowd of his own kind. tance record to topple.
From a practical standpoint,
there is little or no possibility of
increasing space ·on the earth.
Civil Rights and the
Since that is ruled out, the n ext
best thing is to -increase the other Band-Tailed Pigeon
dimension in which man lives, CENATOR STYLES BRIDGES is one "
the time dimension. Unfortunate- ..:Jo£ the abler members of the
ly, when people go streaking United States Senate but even
able men have their less lucid 4.
around the world as they have
moments. We assume that it was
been the past few months, they
in such a moment that the Senafurther reduce the time dimentor delivered his phillipic against
sion and so we find ourselves si- government publications.
multaneously reducing both the
In his remarks, the Senator 'time and the space dimensions.
pointed out that we taxpayers are
The implications are not good. paying for a lot of nonsensical
As long as Australia (for in- publications. As examples of such
stance) is five thousand miles and publications, the Senator menfive weeks away from us, Austra- tioned a monograph on "Habits,
lia is just an exotic land where Food, and Economic Status of the
kangaroos disport themselves and Band-Tailed Pigeon" and anothpeople have garden parties at er booklet on how to tell the sex
Christmas. When Australia moves of a watermelon.
four and a half weeks closer to
·w e can see that either of these
us, we begin to become aware of publications might be of considthe fact that there are people erable value to certain small and
down there and that these peo- highl y-specialized segments of the !ple are now our neighbors. That population. vVe find ourselves
may sound good, and perhaps it concerned about another publicais in the case of Australia, but tion, one which operates on a
we find it rather difficult to get printing budget for which an)'
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magazine editor would cheerf~lly
.,. swap his eye tooth. That publica~
· tion is the Congressional Record,
a daily verbatim report of the
proceedings of the Congress interspersed with poetry, letters,
magazine articles, recipes, and
what-not inserted by members of
.; the Congress in the form of "extensions on their remarks."
We followed the Record for
., several days during the filibuster
on Civil Rights and we found
that, while the CRESSET makes no
_, claim to being the nation's foremost literary magazine, we would
hesitate to run more than perhaps a paragraph or two out of
the several hundred pages given
over to the reporting of the filibuster. As a matter of fact, after
reading over Senator Bridges' remarks on publications, we found
• that even they would hardly get
by a half-alert editor.
Actually, of course, we owe the
Senator a debt of gratitude. It
had never occurred to us that watermelons have sex, much less
.... that it could be determined. Operating on the theory that the
female of the species is deadlier
than the male, we have written
to the department of agriculture
for their booklet so that, come
summer, we will not find our.,. selves risking death at the hand
of a female watermelon.

7

V-E Day, 1945-1949

.OUR years' ago this mon!]i, . for
F the second time · in one generation, the cease-fire order was
sounded over a blood-drenched
Europe. And for the second time
in a generation, the long-awaited
peace has failed to materialize .
\ Ve were looking through some
old wartime magazines just a few
days ago and it struck us that
there is more than a mere fouryear period of time between toclay and V-E Day. The ads, especially, breathed hope. There actually seems to have been a kind
of optimism abroad, even during
the darkest hours of the war.
The ad-writers talked of shiny
post-war cars, of dream kitchens,
of inexpensive mass-produced
homes, of a new America moving forward in a free world.
It is ·that optimism that we miss
today, four years after V-E Day.
\Ve miss the courage and steclfastness of the war years, the sense
of being engaged in a task which
required total commitment. It is
an unhappy commentary on man
that his finest hours have practically all come in time of war. It
may be true that peace hath its
heroes no less renowned than
war, but peace has never been
able to capture the popular imagination as wars have.
We suggest that perhaps one
reason why men have been less

8
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successful in winning peace than
in fighting a war may lie in our
way of looking at peace and war.
\..Yar has always meant something
positive to man-a condition
which was not self-correcting or
self-determining but dependent
for its conclusion upon the best
exertions of man. Peace, on the
other hand, we have inclined to
accept as a normal condition,

self-perpetuating and terminable
only by man's own action. If we ..
could once see that peace must
be waged, as war is waged, there
might be hope. Until we do, V-E
clays and V-J days and V-X days
will come and go, each one sowing the seeds for the next one
until at last there will be no one 'left to play the role of either the
victor or of the vanquished.

And if a man has committed injustice, either himself, or anyone else for whom he has regard, he ought
of his own accord to betake himself thither, where as
soon as possible he will be punished, to a judge as to
a physician, taking every pains lest the disease of
in justice becoming inveterate should render the sou I
corrupt and incurable.
SOCRATES

•

The

PILGRIM
" All the trumpets sounded fo ·r him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

BY

.::.

JOHN

characteristic of God that when,
after the rebellion of our first
parents, it became necessary for
Him to assign a penalty to sin,
He set the punishment as death.
. . . Even in punishment He remembered mercy .... For, given
a world thrown out of balance
by sin, can you imagine this unbalance being perpetuated, no
man dying, evil men flourishing
through the millennia, the restless forced to wait century after
century for the Rest they seek?
. . . The cruelest punishment
God could have visited upon our
fallen race would have been to
force us to live on and on and
on with our sins. . . . God was
kind enough to shorten our sentence to three score years and
ten . . .. And so death becomes a
release, a commutation of sentence. . . .
I wonder whether even we
who live and work within the
context of the Christian hope
have not largely lost that view
of death . . . . So often we live

(The CRESSET editors and associates were saddened on Passion
Sunday by the death of the Rev.
Dr. Karl Kretzmann, one of the
grand old men of the church and
father of two of our associates.
Our deepest sympathy goes out
to the bereaved family .)

D

STRIETELMEIER

EAR PILGRIM :

And so, at length, our
friend and father has come to the
moment around which he built
his whole life. I shall not afflict
you with any of the platitudes
which are customarily recited at
such a time as this .... As a writer, you would recognize them as
"" platitudes . . . . As a Christian,
you would resent the well-meant
but spurious comfort they offer.
. . . There are many who share
with you, as far as they can, the
human sorrow of this hour and
.. perhaps many also who share the
solemn joy that must be yours as
you see your father enter the · se:
lect company of the saints. . . .
It has always seemed to me so
,.

9
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as children who see bedtime approaching and still so many toys
to be fondled, so many corners to
be looked into, so many reasons
why bedtime should be delayed
just a few minutes .. . . Tomorrow-yes, we know that there is
a tomorrow and that it will come,
but after all today is here, we
have it now, and we are reluctant
to let it go. . . . And so God
finally has to come and lift ·us
out of the confused array of our
toys and put us to bed and close
the door. ...
There have been times, when
men were closer to the Cross both
in time and in spirit, when they
behaved quite differently. . . .
One of our friends was telling me
just a few days ago about some
of the early saints, in the latter
days of the Roman Empire, who
were so afraid that they might
miss· the honor of martyrdom
that they used to come down out
of the hills and annoy the Roman soldiers and officials in the
deliberate hope that they might
be put to death .... This, I suppose, is carrying things to the extreme in the opposite direction,
and yet it indicates a fuller view
of life and death that we find in
our world where existing and living have become synonymous,
where death comes as an end
rather than as a fulfillment. . ..
"Perhaps it is because we see
death as an e.n d .that we have sue-

cumbed to the activism which is
so characteristic of our age. . . .
By activism, I mean that scurry- ~
ing about, either physically or
intellectually, from one skirmish
to another as though we were engaged in a race against time to
set everything right before our
own life spans are at an end. '. . . ·we seek our Lord in the
whirlwind and in the thunder
and miss the still, small voice by ,.
which He speaks to us .... Faced
with a rebellious world, we give
ourselves to the battle so wholly L..
that we lose the art of contemplation .... Dismissing the Mary..'s as
"quietists," we become a generation of Martha's, worried and ,l
cumbered about many things but
forgetting the one thing that is
supremely needful. . . . And so
death comes to us at last, not as
a goal finally attained but as an "
unwelcome interruption of our
work . ...

On Growing Old
the ability to see life
wholly, including its end, we ..
have largely lost also the art of
growing old graciously. . . . Unwilling to accept a God Who has
sa id that "the soul that sinnetl1 it
shall die," we make to ourselves
gods who promise perpetual
youth and the perpetual enjoyment of the pleasures of youth.
The young body, in its various manifestations becomes the

L
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object of our worship ... On the
summit of our Olympus stand
Miss America and the Athlete of
the Year. . . . During their brief
reigns, they preside over a pantheon of starlets and quarterbacks and festival queens and
dreamy-eyed balladists.... Mimicking the Faith, we chant hymns
to love and beauty, to a love
which is little more than a sublimation of lust and a beauty
that is the beauty of a mausoleum .... And through it all, the
voice of the Serpent whispers, "Ye
shall not surely die." ...
This promise of perpetual
youth to mortal men is the most
cruel delusion of the twentieth
century . . . . We try to seize life
as though it were a substantial
thing rather than the vapor that
it actually is . . . . We watch our
powers fade one by one, we see
ourselves growing old, and we
feel lost and left out of things in
a world which worships youth.
. Somewhere along the line,
we are torn by the conflicting
voices of the world shouting that
there is no death and our own
senses whispering that all things
living are but mortal. ... And so
we get the problem of the middle-aged who don't want to grow
any older but can't help growing
older. . . . Jack Benny, with his
insistence upon being only thirtynine, is no more comical (or
should we say no more pathetic?)

11

than the thousands of middleaged women who are pleased to
be mistaken for their daughters'
sisters or the thousands of middleaged men who attempt one more
romantic fling to prove to themselves that they are still essentially the same as they were in their
twenties....
It may seem morbid thus tO
talk about growing old and, at
last, dying.
The very fact
that such talking Is considered
morbid by our generation is the
ultimate proof of how far we
have departed from reality in our
views of life and death. . . . We
do not consider it morbid, in the
summertime, to buy storm windows and coal for the winter ....
But in the summer of life, even
to suggest that summer will end
and winter will come is considered unnecessarily morbid. Perhaps that is why it is so hard to
get through to our generation
with the Christian gospel.
If there is to be no winter, then
there need be no storm wmdows. . . . If there is no death,
then there need be no Gospel.

Today and Tomorrow
is no death, then· "cat,
ll drink, and be merry for tomorrow we die" becomes an eminently sound philosophy of life . . . .
Incidentally, ·that word "tomorrow" is interesting and I am sure

lfF THERE
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that Scripture uses it advisedly.
. . . "Tomorrow we die"-always
tomorrow, never. today. Tomorrow, of course, never comes-and
so death is eliminated by removing it from the realm of reality,
which is today, to the realm of
the unreal, which is tomorrow.

sore, as if he were emerging from a
hideous, shell-like tetter, as if he
shuffled off for good and all a defiled, .wet, clinging garment. ...
Defeated, out-manoeuvred fool!
Did you mark how naturally-as if
he'd been born for it-the earth-born
vermin entered the new life? How
all doubts became, in the twinkling
Thank God for all of the saints of an eye, ridiculous? I know what -.
who have shown us by their ex- the creature was saying to itself!
amples what it means to live and "Yes. Of course. It always was like
to die. . . . I think C. S. Lewis this. All horrors l1ave followed the
has done a beautiful job of de- sa me course, getting worse and worse
scribing death in his Sc,-ewtape and forcing you into a kind of bottlen eck till, at the very moment when
Letters • which, as you will re- you thought you must be crushed, L
member, are written in the form behold! you were out of the narrows
of letters from the veteran tempt- and all was suddenly well. .. . You
er, Screwtape, to his young neph- die and die and then are beyond
ew the funior Tempter Worm- death. How could I ever have
. ·. . Wormwood having doubted it?" . . .
failed to win the first soul to
The degradation of itl-that this
which he was assigned, Screwtape thing of earth and slime could stand
writes:
upright and converse with spirits before whom you, a spirit, could only
You have let a soul slip through
cower! Perhaps you had hoped that
your fingers. . . . It makes me mad the awe and strangeness of it would
to think of it. How well I know
dash his joy. But that is the cursed
what happened at the instant when
thing: the gods are strange to morthey snatched him from you! There
tal eyes, and yet they are not strange.
was a sudden clearing of his eyes
H e had no faintest conception till
(was there not?) as he saw you for
that very hour of how they would
the first time, and recognized the
look, and even doubted their existpart you had had in him and knew
ence. But when he saw them he
that you had it no longer. Just think
knew that he had always known
(and let it be the beginning of your
them and realized what part each
agony) what he felt at that moment;
one of them had played at many an
as if a scab had fallen from an old hour in his life when he had supposed himself alone, so that now
.. C. S. Lewis, The Screwtape Letters.
he could say to them, one by one,
New York: The MacMillan Company,
1 91-!·
not "Who are you" but "So it was
you all the time. " All that they were

wo~d.
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and said at this meeting woke memories. The dim consciousness of
friends about him which had haunted his solitudes from infancy was
now at last explained; that central
music in every pure experience which
had always just evaaea memory was

now at last recovered. Recognition
made him free of their company al·
most before the limbs of his body
became quiet. Only you were left
outside.
So much for now.
jOHN

We are assembled in the magnificent cathedral. His
lordship, the right reverend court preacher, adorned
with many titles, the chosen favorite of the highest
circles of society, steps forward to preach. Standing
before a chosen circle of the elite, he preaches under
the stress of deep feeling upon a text he has himself
selected: "God hath chosen the base things of the
world and the things that are despised." And nobody
laughs.
S~REN "KIERKEGAARD
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The Shibboleth of Unity
By RAY L. ScHERER
NBC Washington Reporter

said the little man, is
the great political virtue.
We Republicans have unity. We
need not fear.
Came November 2, came the
ignominy of the return to Albany. Unity was laid to rest with
other great campaign shibboleths.
Now it became the Democratic
turn. Look who has all the unity
now, said they. Lo, the laborer
voted for us. The farmer voted
for us. The South and the West.
·w e are a great unified party, we
Democrats. We have captured the
House and the Senate-a great
parliamentary majority. Now,
cried the Democrats, there will
be progress.
!here has been progress, true,
bu-t not much.
What about unity-party unity
and national unity? Is there such
a thing? And if so, is that good?
What about the hoary clamor for
agreement on fundamentals?
Party unity is a phenomenon
correlated with the calendar.

U

NITY,

There is always a respectable
modicum until the time of the
party convention, the hot July in
Chicago or Philadelphia. Unity is
then put away as the plague.
There are Taft men, Stassen men,
Warren men, Vandenberg men,
Dewey men. There are farm
blocs, labor blocs, business blocs.
There is the North, the South,
the East, and the West-and the
in-betweens. But there is finally
a series of compromises, bargains
made-then a decision, one candidate. At last, unity.

Unity to Elect
interests which
under another system might
emerge as separate parties are
compelled to unite for electing a
president. The major parties of
the United States may be defined
as temporary aggregates of interest groups united for one reason
-to fulfill their electoral function.
There is then a kind of irra-

C
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tiona! and functional party unity
which zooms to a fleeting zenith
every four years, then slides back.
This has long been noted by
~cholars. "Neither party," wrote
James Bryce in his American
Commonwealth in 1888, "has as
a party any clear cut principles.
. . . Both have traditions. Both
claim to have tendencies. Both
have certain war cries, organizations, interests enlisted in their
support. But these interests are,
in the main, the interests of getting or keeping the patronage of
government."
Since the Civil War both major
parties have been besieged by
factionalism, mostly rooted in sectional and economic differences.
The rival factions have been
glued together by compromise
and largely by dry allegiance to
the party as an electoral device.
l ndeed at times the differences
within parties have been more
important than the differences between parties.
It may be said then that there
is little unity within political parties. Any upsurges of unity are
temporary, generating their heat
from a desire to put a man in
the White House.
'1\lhat happens when there is
not enough unity? The most bitter failing of unity is exemplified
in the salemate brought about in
the Senate over Mr. Truman's
Civil Rights program.
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Riding along on a general wave
of November 2nd euphoria, Mr.
Truman chose to put his party's
unity to the test, to join battle
with the Southerners over civil
rights. The results were almost
disastrous. The legislative dock
stood still for weeks, indeed still
cries for a winding. The administration's majority proved so weak,
so ephemeral that it became hard
to vision how the Truman Demoo·ats could count on a safe majority in any but the least controversial bills.
The whole recent turmoil of
the Democratic party may be
worth examining more closely.
The Philadelphia convention
found the Democrats hopelessly
split. Northern liberals had been
vainly trying to smoke out General Eisenhower. Others were intent on William 0. Douglas. The
South backed Thurmond. A few
of the faithful stood by Mr. Truman. The party was wide openno unity. Came his campaign to
the people and the miracle of
November. The Democratic
Humpty Dumpty was back together again. The Truman victory coupled with the parliamentary majority was so unexpected,
so imposing that most of the
Fair Deal program appeared certain of easy enactment.
The first hint that the political
honeymoon was going over Niagara in a barrel came early in
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.January, just before the triumphal ride up Pennsylvania Avenue
to the White House. The inaugural committee, all Democrats,
unwittingly sold thousands of
seats for the parade-minus federal taxes. A bill was quickly sent
to the Senate, exempting the seats
from the tax. A few southern
Democrats crossed the party line
to vote with Republicans, defeat the bill. Consequently, Democrats forked over the tax from
their own pockets. A piddling
event, but significant. If one
peered closely at this cloud no
bigger than a Dixiecrat's hand,
one perceived that any election
clay unity of the Democratic party
was a fickle thing.

Mr. Truman's Bad Day
test of party unity
T camecrucial
on the Black Tuesday,
HE

March 15. Southern Democrats
dealt Mr. Truman a triple blow.
A coalition of men from Dixie
teamed up with Republicans to
defeat the administration in the
fight over changing filibuster rules.
And a similar situation in the
House. There 71 Democrats, all
but two from the South, joined
Republicans to push through a
local option provision to the rent
control act. Finally, Senator Byrd,
Virginia Democrat, joined six Republicans to table the nomination
of Truman crony Mon Wallgren.
From then on the Truman ad-

ministration was faced with the
recurring specter of a RepublicanDixie Democrat coalition sticking
together to hamstring vital parts
of the Fair Deal.
All this may be taken to point
up what happens when there is
not even a working minimum of
unity, what happens when a recumbent, basic antipathy is
awakened-North versus South.
Leafing through Congressional
history, it is hard to come by a
glittering example of "too much"
unity. Consider the rush to push
through the prohibition amendment. In this case consent of the
minority was not obtained. The
result was hypocrisy. The Wagner
Act is a lesser example. Republicans, as soon as they were able,
hurried through with a counterweight, the Taft-Hartley Act. Already the pendulum is swinging
back. Each case of over-zealous
agreement on fundamentals, too
much unity, seems to bring a
swing back later.
The same way on an inter-party
basis. It may be contended that
too much inter-party unity, that
is, agreement with the other party,
is fatal to success at the polls.
Many hold that the present
troubles of the Republican party
date back to 1940 when Wendell
\Villkie was selected to run against
FDR. Mr. Willkie ran a sort of
militant "me too" campaign. And
since then Republicans themselves
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have had travail trying to find
out what i:he GOP stands for in
both domestic and foreign affairs.
In 1944, the Republicans changed
.,. candidates but not tactics (the exigencies of global war scarcely permitted them to). Dewey shadowboxed with the New Deal. It hap--! pened again last year. Republicans failed to bring out one clear
cut decision which the voters could
-; fasten on as the basis for electoral
decision. Mr. Taft, to be sure, had
more or less of a unique plat~ form on both the domestic and
foreign front, but his very uniqueness, his very integrity, made him
ballot box poison.
The Democrats found themselves in a vaguely similar plight
at the turn of the century. They
had one candidate, William Jennings Bryan and little else. He
• ran three times, was defeated each
time, twice by McKinley and by
'"' illiam Howard Taft.
Thus unity on a two-party level,
aside from being fatal for the
"out" party, is unhealthy for de• cisive functioning of the electorate. It leaves voters floundering
around aimlessly, faced with no
clear cut choices.
Jl'

Unity in Foreign Policy
,.;

AsiDE from all this, perhaps the
most sacred monument to
practical unity has been the nonpartisan foreign policy. Mr.
Roosevelt made the first magna-
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nimous step in this direction b y
handpicking two Republican s,
Knox and Stimson, for his cabinet
on the eve of the war. Later on,
Senator Vandenberg was assidu ously courted as Republican
spokesman on foreign affairs.
Then came the attempt to keep
domestic politics out of the debate on formation of the United
Nations in 1944 and 1945-an acceptance of the idea that world
peace was too important to be a
wagging tail of domestic politics.
It was an understanding among
leaders of both parties to refrain,
for instance, from drafting the
Italian peace treaty in such a
way as to get the votes of ItalianAmericans. Likewise the policy on
Palestine, although the last campaign brought several flagrant violations.
The new Congress a.td a new
Secretary of State brought what
some interpreted as evidence that
unity on foreign policy was about
to be dumped. It was noted that
the Democratic majority in the
Senate changed the party alignment on the Foreign Relations
Committee to 8-5 in favor of the
Democrats. Also, the administration did not consult Republican s
in advance of the nomination of
Mr. Acheson.
This being the case, it was
argued that perhaps it is a good
thing to abandon hi-party unity
on foreign policy because it pre-
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,-ented debate and kept the American people from being adequately informed on international subjects.
Among others, James Reston of
Lhe New Yo1·k Times points out
this is not so. Since the inception
of the non-partisan approach
there has actually been more incisive and responsible criticism of
our foreign policy than ever in
modern history. The record is full
of illustrations-changes in the
U.N. charter fostered by Vandenberg and Dulles, modifications
forced by Republicans in the
Greek-Turkish program and the
searching examination of the Eumpean Recovery Program.
The surprising thing is that
those aspects of foreign policy that
could profit with more searching
criticism are those not covered by
the unity policy-such things as
the German, •the Chinese and
Palestine problems.
In his February Lincoln Day
address, Senator Vandenberg acknowledged that the Republican
minority is again the "loyal op-

position" charged with holding
the administration to "strict ac- -~
countability" in matters of for·ign policy. "Some say this mean·s
the spirit of 'bi-partisan foreign
policy' is dead," he said. "That is
not my view."
What then is the case for ami
against unity? It has been argued "' j
-that unity inside the party is
a Heeting thing, nurtured mainly
by the function of winning an
eJection . . .
-that too little unity within
the party means a flirtation with L
cl isaster, at least a filibuster . . .
-that too much unity between
parties is apt to be fatal at the '-I
polls ...
-that hi-party unity on matters
of foreign policy ac'tually produces more, rather than less, beneficial criticism ...
-and that, in general, the desire for agreement on fundamentals, for unity, is a worthy aim ...
but that it must be tempered by
constructive opposition, by the
give and take of the political process.

THE

ASTROLABE
By
THEODORE GRAEBNER

•

RUSSIAN SCIENTISTS OFF
THE DEEP END
~ They h ave taken the plunge
at the deep end. A better figure of speech would be to say that
they have "walked the plank."
The pirates of two hundred years
ago used this means of getting
rid of their captives. They would
place a blind-fold on them and
walk them up a plank of which
the end projected over the water.
This was called "wal~ng the ·
plank." Russia has known no
other means of ridding itself of
internal opposition, the various
means-either by strangulation,
machine gun, or hand grenadebeing the old principle of force
which has never convinced anyone but which is the only means
tyrants have to hold their posi' ion. Now the turn of the scic:ntists has come and the rulers
of the state have decided that all

a
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teachers in the Soviet lands must
follow T. D. Lysenko's incursion
into biology with his "new genetics," which he opposes to the universally accepted science of geneticts as developed from the work
of Gregor Mendel and Thomas
Morgan.
Now, this man Lysenko, first
and foremost, is not a scientist-he
is not considered a scientist at all
outside of Russia but is a man
who has had some practical success in the field of "socialist" agriculture. He is vice-chairman of
the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
and he has been created a Hero
of Socialist Labor, the highest
title of honor in Soviet Russia .
His theory of heredity is designed
to illustrate the essential truth of
the "Marxian dialectic" (communist philosophy), to bolster popular Russian faith in the greater
future of their country under
Soviet leadership and s0 to servr
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the purposes of Soviet internal
policies.
But this is "science" for Lysenko, just as "democracy" for
Soviet politicians is only to be
found in Russia. One of the recent articles in Pravda, in which
his hand is clearly perceived, said:
"The pseudo-scientific doctrine of
the Morgan-Mendelites, which
supports the theory of a special
hereditary substance, independent
of the organism and the conditions of existence, disarms scientists and practical workers in their
struggle to change the nature of
plants and animals, and so does
harm to socialist agriculture. Science which is divorced from the
people, which does not give a
clear perspective to practice and
confidence in victory, does not
deserve to be called science."
It is in vain that geneticists,
including those among his colleagues whom he has now held
up to dishonor as "reactionary
idealists," have shown repeatedly
that his practical successes have
nothing whatever to do with the
"new genetics," which far from
being new, is just a revival of
Lamarck's and Darwin's theory
of heriditary transmission of acquired characters exploded by
Weismann more than fifty years
ago.
Now, what is the problem at
issue? It is the account which
heredity can give for the origin

of new species. For more than half
a century, scientists were sure that
they had the solution in the principle formulated by Lamarck
(1744·1829) as the law of "transmission of acquired characters."
Now by acquired characters we
mean any change which plants or
animals undergo through contact
with their natural surroundings.
When the skin is darkened by
exposure to the bright sun, that
is an acquired character. The callouses made on the finger tips of
the young violinist are an acquired character. It is clear that
when these new features are valuable for the survival of the animal it would be good for the offsprings if they inherited them
from their parents, and not be
required to develop them all over
again. Lamarck believed that the
stag got his antlers by acquiring ~
callouses on his forehead through
striking against branches overhead
or butting another stag. These
callouses were transmitted to the
offspring, which went on butting
and made the calloused spots
larger. When this had gone on for
many generations, the antlers had
reached their present size and
form. This would be evolution
through the inheritance of acquired characters and this is the
doctrine of Lysenko. Modern science outside of Russia has completely discarded this theory, for
two reasons.

..
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1. There are no cases on record
which would prove that anything
thus acquired can be inherited
by the next genera tion. August
Weismann (1834-1914) cut off the
tails of mice for nineteen generations and the tails of the last were
as long as those of the first.
2. Weismann made the great
discovery of the isolation of the
germ-plasm which makes the
transmission of acquired characters utterly impossible. Weismann
discovered that there are two
kinds of cells that go to make up
the individual animal: body cells
and germ cells. Now in the process of reproduction a marvelous
thing occurs. The orginal fertilized egg does two jobs at the same
time: it develops the body of the
new animal and at the same time,
within that body, the germ cells
for the next generation. It is evident then that getting a callous
on one's fingers cannot in any
way affect the fingers of the next
generation since the line of descent is not a descent from adult
to adult but from germ cell to
germ cell. Every living thing, as
the Bible says, has its "seed" "in
itself." These germ cells (eggs and
seed) are totally independent of
the body cells and are not affected
by changes in the body.
I made a study once of the reference works bearing on the subject and Prof. Grave, head of the
Zoology Department in Washing-
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ton University of St. Louis, supplied me with twenty texts in
biolog·y and zoology. Not one supported the doctrine of Lamarck.
Every one asserted that all the
experiments in this field have had
results that were negative. Vernon
Kellogg has the blunt statement:
"Acquired characters are not inherited." All the world has accepted this verdict. Now T. D.
Lysenko denounces this doctrine
as capitalistic and anti-Marxist.
He began to harass those who
held to the teaching accepted by
the western world and had the
famous biologist Vavilov expelled
from all official positions. Then
he went to work on the smaller
fry. For a month he debated the
matter in the Academy of Agri·
cultural Sciences against two diehards who were finally beaten into
subjection so that they recanted
publicly, admitted their mistakes
and swallowed Lamarck hide and
hair. Those who would not agree
were assigned to outer darkness.

RUSSIA LIQUIDATES
SCIENTISTS
The new doctrine held by
the scientists of Russia are
•
:1 reversal which has utterly nonplussed the zoologists of the western world. Remember that Lysenko did not have a single experi~ent for tqe demonstration
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of the origin of new species as a
result of the inheritance of
changes in the parental body. Hi!>
theory owes nothing to the scientific method of experiment and
critical reasoning and everything
to fanatical belief in Marxian dialectical materialism. For observation and experiment, Lysenko has
substituted the methods of some
medieval schoolmen who drew
conclusions about the physical
world by endless syllogisms and
branded those who saw otherwise
with their eyes as heretics or unbelievers. To us the case is important as evidence of the terrific political pressure by which the Soviet state is regulating ·everything
and interfering in everything, and
this cannot be different because
the state is supreme and absolute
and the individual is just nothing.
Freedom, as Americans understand it, is simply nonexistent in
U.S.S.R. The scientists are not exceptions to a general rule. I have
referred to the case of N. I. Vavilov who was arrested by the secret
police in the summer of 1940. In
the spring of 1946 the weekly
Science had reliable information
that Vavilov died in a concentration camp in Siberia in 1942. Accordingly, one of the fost famous
Russian scientists, who rendered
ou.tstanding service. to his country
and who was so respected in USA,
could be put to a certain death
in a cGncentration camp for no

other reason than his scientific
Yiews were found not to be in
conformity with Marxian ideology! But the most disturbing fact
is that the case of Vavilov is by
no means an exception. Science
in its issue of April 26, 1946,
declared that "hundreds of lessknown Russian scientists are dving slowly in Soviet concentratio-n
camps which can compete qt!ite
favorably in atrocities with Belsen, Dachau, and other Nazi horror camps. Although we can cite
the names of some of these unfortunates we have some very sound
reasons not to do this ~ The first
rule of all totalitarian states issilence is golden. We talk about
Vavilov only because we are sure
that he is dead."
There is a book written by a
.vell-known Russian scientist, Prof.
Chernavin, I Speak fm· the Silent,
which gives a true and very vivid
picture of the life of scientists in
the Soviet Union and explains
why their careers end sometimes
in jail. Prof. Chernavin spent considerable time in various concentration camps and eventuallv
escaped from one of them to Finland, so he can be considered a
specialist on this subject.
One of the more recent products of science built on the philosophy of Marx is a book on the
prolongation · of life by Alexander
Bogomolets (1946). The book was
distributed in several million cop-

I
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ies. An American reviewer, Prof.
Ernst T. Krebs-, Jr., of the University of California Medical
School, has investigated the data
used in the composition of this
book and found them to be based
mainly on the pages of Izvestia,
Pravda, or the newspaper Communist, in no sense scientific evidence. The rest of the book Prof.
Krebs describes as "pseudo science
and old wives' tales." Going back
to Hufeland's book on longevitywhich was printed in 1796-he
cites "autointoxication," in which
no scientists believes today and regales the reader with such gems
as this: "The crow lives to be
one hundred . . . the rooster to
a decidedly shorter age, because
he is such a tempestuous, quarrelsome, and lustful fowl"!

BUT THEN, WE HAVE
NATUROPATHY
.6, A magazine of the cult was
•
handed to me some time during the past winter. It contained
an article entitled "Xmas and
Xman," eqitorially underscored as
"something that will make the
average reader stop, look, listen
and think." It begins with a discussion of X;
X marks the spot. Xmas is the hypothetical zero point, when the sun changes
its course from going down into darkness to coming out into light-the sun's
re-birth.
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X is used in place of Christ about
which Paul said, "Christ can be considered neither male nor female." There·
fore it is neither positive nor negative,
but neuter; the neutron; the zero; the
nothingness; the silence; the Nihilism:
the Samahdi; the Nirvana; the Virgin
state or what have yon from any clime
or creed.
X is the hones, of the skull and
cross bones, signifying death, i.e., loss
of masculinity, loss of motion. An Xmas
is an exmasculine. The line of motion,
instead of impregnating and giving, is
receding and receiving.

Having misquoted the New
Testament he now misquotes the
Old.
The ancient Hebrew · word for man
was Ish and ish means like-i.e. resembling God. Xman means like an X that
marks the spot, like a zero. The sex
of an X is crossed out.
Neutrons are atomic particles, neither
positive nor negative, neither male nor
female, but are zero charged-uncharged.
Recent worldshaking experiments show
that neutrons attract each other and
stick together with terrific tenacity. So
tight do they pack, that one cubic inch
of gaseous neutrons is estimated to
weigh 25 tons.
Alexander the Great dreamed o'f
uniting the whole world in fellowship .
Only by unsexing them could they unite
like neutrons and form such a nucleic
center. The apostolic movement was
such a unity. So also were the Essenes
and many others. They were in the
Grace of God. To become male or fe.
male is to fall from grace.
The sex objecli\'e of a nun is none.
They practiced renunciation, the proc·
ess through which one is re-noned sexually. It is a return to Zero, our virgin
origin.

There is no Jaw against composing nonsense such as this and
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there are always enough of the
half-educated to be attracted by
verbiage which has absolutely no
meaning. There are many pages
in Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy's Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures as completely devoid of
meaning as this discussion of natnropathy, yet there are hundreds
o( thousands who listen to this
drivel every Sunday in the Christian Science services. But it is one
of the significant marks of the
age in which we are living that
the annual Bollingen Prize recently went to Ezra Pound. We
have long· ago surmised that there
was something in Ezra's belfry
that wasn't poetry which would
explain his pro-Axis, anti-democratic viewpoints that led to his
conviction as a traitor to his country. He is now confined in a Washington hospital for mentally unbalanced. This does not prevent
a "jury" made up of a hodgepodge of "intellectuals" from
awarding him the annual Bollingen . Prize for the best poetry of
the year. Here is a sample of the
bug-juice that got Ezra the $1,000
cash award that goes with the
honor.
" As Arcturus passed over my smoke hole
the excess electric illumination
is now focused
on the bloke who stole the safe
he couldn't open
(interlude entitled: periblum by camion)
and Awoi's hennia

plays hob
k-laakk-thuuuuuuuu
making rain
uuuh
2, 7. hooo
dcr in Baluba."'

It strikes us that they ought to
let Ezra out of the klink and
make room for the jury who
handed him a thousand bucks for
this gibberish.

MODERNISTIC ART
.6, We got our first glimpse of
fl' it at an exhibition of modern art, 1910, at the Museum of
Art on the Chicago lake front.
We remember Marcel Duchamp's
"Nude Descending a Staircase"she looked like a half dozen Venetian blinds falling out of a
second story window-Odilon Redan's "Phaeton"- an ancient
Greek driving a chariot with two
horses through the clouds - and
Van Gogh's "Pair of Old Shoes,"
price, $2,000. Last summer on a
visit to Amsterdam we saw Van
Gogh's "Pair of Shoes" again and
in Paris the heavenly charioteer
by Odilon Redon. Also, in the
Louvre we ran across the Venetian
blinds dropping off a second floor
porch. And we had the same feeling as long ago in 1910-how is
it possible that these works of the
mental derelicts of modernistic
art should be taken seriously? Pos-
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sibly we arc prejudiced because Let the common sense of the lovof our knowledge of the inde- ers of art give the answer.
scribable perversities, the degradaIn the great City Museum of
tion and filth which made up the Amsterdam there was in July 1948
lives of these artists, particularly a great exhibition of paints by
the French and the Dutch. Van Van Gogh. In its completeness
Gogh landed in an insane asylum and logical arrangement this was
and finally committed suicide. a very instructive exhibition inThey called him a victim of "frus- deed. You will say that the judgtrated effort." John H. Fry in his ment of the museum authorities
Revolt Against Beauty says that must count for something since
his life was "essentially a lust for they would give up six or seven
death and putrescence." Modig- rooms in a great museum to an
liani was a drunkard and a dope exhibit of Van Gogh, showing
fiend whose life 1s reflected in the various periods of his developthe sadistic paintings which came ment. I would place against this
from his brush. Cezanne, Picasso, the fact that while many hun-'
Matisse, Gauguin-the story is the dreds crowded the rooms given
same, a great mass of clumsy over to the Old Masters, you
daubs, dropsical women, psycho- could count the visitors to the
pathic mutilations, in every line Van Gogh exhibition at any one
denying the thousands of years of time on the fingers of two hands.
beauty and proportion, power and
There were other rooms given
decency which once had been re- over to the moderns in the Amgarded as the basic attributes ot sterdam museum and we strolled
true art. Instead, the ugly, the through them. Nothing impressed
vulgar, the obscene, the ridic- us so much as the unabashed merulous.
riment with which the visiton
I know that certain teachers of viewed these fantastic, obscene,
the history of art will consider ill-designed monstrosities in paintthis attitude one of hopeless ing and sculpture. A couple would
anachronism, representing esthet- enter, view a contorted bluishic principles of a bygone age. green female reclining on a yellow
Someone will pose the question- bench against a pink wall, exare there not standards by which change glances, give the monwe can tell who is right? Are we strosity a second look, and then
not making the same mistake with laugh unabashed. In one of the
this modern art and sculpture that rooms there was a huge stag, done
we made a hundred years ago in copper covered with gold leaf,
with the early operas of Wagner? so abominably awry in its pro-
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portions that none who saw it
while we stood around failed to
make some humorous remark.
I could tell about similar reactions noted in a series of rooms
in Paris filled with the work of
Picasso.
There are still laws of esthetics.
Every true work of art must possess certain attributes-for instance, design or composition, a
harmonious arrangement of
masses making graceful lines and
forms, the proper disposition of
spaces. There must be a plastic
element or sense of form and proportion. There must be beauty of
color. There must be relation
of objects in the foreground to
those in middle and far distance.

Any one of the qualities is not
enough. Salvator Dali has marvelous color, yet his paintings are the
product of an unquestionably diseased mind. We have had nm~
more than forty years of futurism,
cubism, and various forms of sym
bolical painting and sculpture.
Yet when fifty products of the
brushes wielded by the masters of
two to five hundred ¥ears ago
were shown in America after their
rescue from a German salt mine,
some of the masterpieces of the
Berlin Museum, hundreds of
thousands thronged the exhibit
rooms. I would give seven roomfuls of Matisse and Gauguin for
a good Rembrandt or a well preserved Botticelli.
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AND MUSIC MAKERS
What Makes Music Great?
By WALTER A. HANSEN
(CONTINUED)

.,

f\ It is easy for an individual
•. to assert with full-throated
conviction, "This composition is
great" or "That composition is
rubbish." In other words, greatness in music can be something
entirely subjective.
Ezra, for example, looks upon
The Maiden's Prayer as great.
The composition satisfies him. It
gives him a thrill. He likes its
melodic content. Music of this
kind reaches his heart. Chopin's
Black Key Study, however, leaves
him cold, and he froths at the
mouth whenever circumstance~
beyond his control compel him
to lend his ears to; let us say, the
Good F?·iday Spell, from Richard
Wagner's Parsifal. Anything written by Johann Sebastian Bach
bores him. In fact, the very mention of Bach's name fills him with
revulsion.
Jennie, on the other hand, can-

not see eye to eye with Ezra. She
pities him. To her thinking he
has fallen to the very bottom of
the pit of obtuseness. Since she is
a good neighbor, she tries to convert Ezra. She herself is. a Bach
enthusiast. "Listen to the P1·elude
and Fugue in C Minor from the
first book of the master's The
Well-Tempered Clavichord/' she
tells him. "This is great music.
Compared with it, The Maiden's
Prayer is sugar-sweet drivel."
Do · the Jennies succeed in
changing the thinking and the
tastes of the Ezras? Sometimes. In
most cases, however, their efforts,
no matter how strenuous they may
be, are utterly fruitless.
Yes, it is possible, I admit, for
our Jennie to bring our Ezra to
the point of saying: ''I'm willing
to concede that Bach's music, or
most of it, is great. But such greatness means nothing at all to me.
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You have convinced my mind that
Bach was a great master, but you
have not convinced my heart.
Since my heart has far more to do
with the pleasures I experience
than my mind, I shall go on pre· .
ferring · The Maiden's Prayer to
anything written by the compos·
crs you consider great."
Are Ezra and Jennie altogether
hypothetical? By no means. Is it
entirely wide of the mark to state
that there are some individuals
who derive infinitely more joy
from a comic book than from a
painting by Rubens or Velasquez?
It is not.
The Jennies must reckon with
the Ezras. Have you ever assumed
the role of a Jennie? Have you
ever tried to prove to an Ezra
that Bach actually is a great master or that much of the music
written by Heinrich Schlitz (15851672) is worthy in every way of
being mentioned in the same
breath with that composed by
Bach?
The very thought of such an
undertaking puts you on your
mettle. "Just why is Bach great?"
you ask yourself. You begin to
re-examine your own convictions,
not because you are in any doubt
whatever concerning the greatness
of Bach but because you have determined to find out for yourself
-and for your neighbors-what it
is that makes Rach tick.

Lip Service vs. Heart Service
1\ As the years roll by, you learn
•. that you will never be able to
divorce purely personal elements
from a consideration of greatness
in music. You discover more clearly day by day that if an individual cannot actually enjoy a composition which, according to the
verdict of outstanding scholarship, is great, that individual may
by dint of hard work be brought
to render lip service to greatness
but will not be moved to give
greatness the service of his heart.
Do you look upon all this as
idle chatter? If you do, you and
I are in complete and unreconcilable disagreement. ·why? Because
it is an ironclad conviction of
mine that my very belief that this
or that composition is a great
masterpiece should confront me
with the challenge to try to prove
to rock-ribbed doubtingThomases
that my belief is founded on
sound and valid thinking. I dare
not be deterred by the thought
that in numerous instances my
efforts may be futile. Neither, let
me add, should it be my primary
concern to foist my own views
upon others. Maybe painstaking
and persistent study will strengthen my own views; maybe it will
persuade me that I must cast
them overboard.
I am writing about greatness
in music primarily because I myself am eager to learn exactly what
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makes great music tick, not because I think for a single moment
that I am in possession of a magic
key which unlocks the door leading to knowledge that is pure, undefiled, and unassailable.
For this reason I join you again
at hamburgers. Today you and
I are at loggerheads. There is no
dialectician to ruffle our feathers.
\1\Te have decided to do our own
ruffling.
"Son1etimes," I begin, "one can
learn most about greatness by
dealing with sharp contrastscontrasts in time as well as in
the what and the how of expression.
"Let's discuss two composers
who were far apart in years and
totally different in the means they
employed to give expression to
what they looked upon as true
beauty. Let's talk about our old
friend Johann Sebastian Bach,
who was born in 1685 and died
in 1750, and a Frenchman named
Maurice Ravel, who first saw the
light of clay in the year 1875 and
was gathered to his fathers in
1 937·
"Let's select two compositions
for special consideration: Bach's
Die Kunst der Fuge (The Art of
Fugue) and Ravel's Ma Mere
l'Oye (Mother Goose). Can you
conceive of sharper contrasts?"
"No," you reply as consternation causes you to swallow a
mouthful of meat altogether too
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large for comfort. "What are you
driving at?"
''I'm going to ram two convictions of mine down your throat
along with that huge bite of
hamburger," I reply. "Try to keep
from choking. But I shall be glad
if what I have to say causes you
some discomfort. You won't hesitate to agree with me heart, soul,
and breeches when I declare that
The ATt of Fugue is a great masterpiece. But will you throw your
cup of hot coffee into my face
when I assert with an equal
amount of assurance that Ravel's
orchestral suite titled M otheT
Goose is likewise a great masterpiece?"
''I'm tempted to do that very
thing," you retort.
"Let's think first about The ATt
of Fugue," I say. "This was the
last major work to come from
the pen of the great master. Many
writers have been in the habit of
referring to it as Bach's last will
and testament.
"The Art of Fugue was never
completed. Bach died shortly after
he had come to the 239th measure
of a part which was to be a mighty
quadruple fugue-a fugue into the
texture of which he wove the
letters B-A-C-H.
"It's undoubtedly safe to say
that the master had a didactic
purpose in mind when he composed The Art of Fugue. He took
the thema regium (royal theme)
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on which he had improvised at
the court of Frederick the Great
and which he used in his Musi1.-alisches Opfer (Musical Offering), modifieEl it somewhat, and
1 hen employed it as the thematic basis for fourteen complete
fugues, an u.pcompleted fugue,
four canons, and an arrangement
for two claviers of the three-voiced
mirror fugue (No. 13).
Almost Unbelievable
~ "What Bach did with that
~~ - simple and almost commonplace theme is well-nigh unbelievable. What he could, and undoubtedly would, have done with
it had he lived ten years longer
staggers the imagination. As a
matter of fact, if Bach had not
passed away in 1750 but were still
living today, he would not yet
have exhausted the contrapuntal
possibilities presented to him by
the theme he chose as the principal melodic basis for The Art
of Fugu e.
"Does this sound fantastic to
you? Well, listen to the theme."
Fortunately, there is a piano at
hand. We leave our hamburgers for a few moments to listen
to the theme. I play D (directly
above middle C-a half-note), A
(five tones above the D-halfnote), F (directly below the Dhalf-note), the same D once more
(half-note), C Sharp (half-note), D
again (quarter-note), E (quarter-

note), F (half-note plus the time
value of an eighth), G (eighth),
and E (eighth).
"Simple, isn't it?" I ask. "Surely, there's not much inspiration
in the theme itself. But there's
a tremendous amount of inspiration in Bach's choice of this particular subject as the cornerstone,
so to speak, of The Art of Fugue.
Not every theme, you know, lends
itself equally well to fugal use
and manipulation. Bach evidently
gave careful thought to a thousand-and-one things before he decided to use this subject for the
work he had in mind.
"Now let's ask ourselves if the
remark I made a few moments
ago was utterly fantastic.
"Have you ever thought of the
mathematical possibilities inherent in Bach's little theme? It has
exactly eleven notes. The D occurs twice as a half-note and once
as an eighth. So we count the D
twice. The F occurs twice as a
half-note and once as an eighth.
So we count the F twice. Why?
Because a half-note is different
from an eighth. The E occurs once
as a half-note and once as an
eighth. So we count the E twice.
"Bach had exactly nine different notes to operate with. This
gave him what is known in mathematics as a factorial g (written g!) ,
and this means, that if he had
lived long enough he could have
arranged those nine notes-in how

,
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many different ways? Well, gl
means gx8x7x6xsx4x3X2X1. What
is the product? It is 362,880. Yes,
nine different notes can be arranged in 362,880 different ways.
Try this with nine hamburgers or
with nine cups of coffee.
"Naturally, it is far from my
mind to say that Bach could, or
would, have constructed 362,880
different fugues on the basis of
the little theme had he lived long
enough. As I stated before, not
every arrangement of a group of
notes lends itself well to use as
a fugue subject. But if we bear
in mind that in addition to rearrangement one may do many
other things with a group of notes,
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we must grant, I believe, that if
Bach were alive today and were
inclined to continue working at
The A1·t of Fugue, he would still
have a great deal to keep him
busy.
"Why am I saying all this? Because to my thinking I have
pointed out-conclusively, I believe-that one must pay much
attention to the matter of craftsmanship when one discusses greatness in music."
"I see your point," you say.
"But what about Ravel's Mother
Goose"?
"We'll have to meet again for
that," I reply.
(TO BE CONTINUED]

RECENT RECORDINGS
BELA BARTOK. Sonata for Violin and
Piano, No. I. Yehudi Menuhin,
violinist, with Adolph Baller at the
piano.-A superb performance of a
work from the pen of one of the
truly great composers of recent
times. RCA Victor Album 1286.
)

MAURICE RA VEL. Ma Mere l'Oy e
(Mother Goose). The Boston Symphony Orchestra under Serge Koussevitzky.-Dr. Koussevitzky gives a
highly sensitive reading of this
masterpiece of orchestral expression. In its original form Ma Mere
l'Oye was a piano duet. RCA Victor DM-1268.
LtszT. L es Preludes. Leopold
Stokowski and his Symphony Or-

FRANZ

chestra.-A distinctly individualized
performance of a deftly scored symphonic poem in which sweetness
vies with bombast. The orchestral
tone is sumptuous. RCA Victor
DM-1277·
RICHARD STRAuss. Waltzes from Der
Rosenkavalier. The Boston "Pops"
Orchestra under Arthur Fiedler.An excellent recording even though
Mr. Fiedler's projection of the
waltzes is not strictly in conformity
with their intrinsic character. RCA
Victor disc 12-0762.
GIUSEPPE VERDI. Home to Our Moun
lains, from the fourth act of II
T1·ovat01·e. EDOUARD LALo. In Vain.
My Beloved, from the third act of
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Le Roi d'Ys. Beniamino Gigli.
tenor, sings the aria from Lalo's
opera with the Royal Opera House
Orchestra of Covent Garden under
Rainaldo Zamboni. Cloe Elmo,
mezzo-soprano, joins Mr. Gigli in
the singing of the aria from II
Trovatore with an orchestra under
Umberto Berretoni.-Beautiful singing-singing which reveals a thorough-going conception of style.
RCA Victor disc 12-0767.
CESAR FRANCK. Panis Angelicus. BEN·
JAMIN GoDARD. Betceuse, from
jocelyn. James Melton, tenor, with
the RCA Victor Orchestra under

Frank Black.-The singing is praiseworthy; the recording is even better. RCA Victor disc 12-0764.
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF. Vocalise, Op.
34, No. r4. Transcribed by Michael
Press. MAURICE RAVEL. Menuet,
from Sonatine for Piano. Transcribed by Leon Roques. ALEXANDER TANSMAN. Mouvement Perpetuel, from Cinq Pieces. Jascha
Heifetz, violinist, with Emanuel
Bay at the piano.-Once· again the
incomparable Heifetz gives proof
of his wizardry. RCA Victor disc
12·0765.

'Tis the trial of a man to see if he will change his
side; and if he be so weak as to change once, he will
change again. Your country fellows have a way to try
if a man be weak in the hams, by coming behind him
and giving him a blow unawares: if he bend once, he
will bend again
JoHN SELDEN, Table Talk
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"Comes May -the spirit roams in places of good prayer"
(Austria)

.

"Marseilles for sun and scent of sea and ships as black as sin"
(Fra nce)
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"The old becomes alive with Spring- the trees shall bud"
(Paris)

•

•

"Repeat thy songs and win ·our sons for thee-Thou art Vienna!"

"The logs remain because the winter comes again too soon"
(Bava ria)

It
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"In the dark shelters snows can lie and slumber till the sun of summer"
(Sa lzburg)
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jESUS, SON OF MAN. Studies Contributory to a Modern Portrait.
By George S. Duncan. New York,
The Macmillan Company. 1949.
290 pages. $3.50.

is one of those rare books
which both theologians and nonT
theologians will read with profit.
HIS

The former, if they do not know
Dr. Duncan's earlier works, will discover in this volume one of the
most astute and best informed minds
in present-day British New Testament scholarship. The latter will be
carried away by Dr. Duncan's deep
Christian convictions, by the ele·
gance of his style, and by his supreme ability to discuss in simple
and non-technical language one of
the most difficult subjects in the
Gospel records. Both groups may
find it necessary, however, to re-read
the book before passing judgment.
The book is not a life of Christ in
the accepted sense. It is rather an
effort to trace on the basis of our
New Testament accounts what the
disciples of Jesus and early Chris-

tians regarded Him to be and what
Jesus declared Himself to be. In this
effort, the author proceeds on the
assumption that what the disciples
and early Christians believed and
recorded regarding the person of
Christ is trustworthy and reliable
and that, therefore, all attempts of
past decades to divorce the "Jesus of
history" from the "Christ of faith"
are fruitless and even impossible.
This approach by Dr. Duncan is in
itself a noteworthy contribution to
present-day New Testament scholarship. It means, in effect, that Christian interpretations in the New Testament of the Savior's sayings are a
true reflection of what the Savior
Himsel£ meant when He uttered
these sayings. Dr. Duncan still
doubts-unfortunately-the genuineness of some textually well attested
sayings and he still operates here
and there with "sources." Yet the
overwhelming impression which remains with the reader of the oook
is that the author believes the New
Testament documents as we know
them to he absolutely reliable wit·
nesses to Jesus' life and sayings.
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Dr. Duncan examines carefully the
terms and titles by which Jesus was
known to His disciples and to early
Christians, such as Son of God, Messiah, Teacher, King, and Son of
Man. He fastens on tl1e last term
(used by the Savior about So times)
and develops with singular precision
the significance of that term. From
the author's point of view, a full
and correct understanding of this
term is basic for ascertaining what
Jesus purported to be and to do.
The author shows, with great effectiveneSi, that tllis term Son of
Man suggests far more tllan the human side of Christ. It designates Jesus rather as the representative of
l\fAN (the parallel terms in the New
Testament are: the second Adam,
the Fi,·st-begotten, the fJioneer of our
salvation) who as the "true man"
(as God originally created man)
brought His brothers in the human
family back to God by revealing to
them God's perfect will, by humiliating Himself to the death on the
cross; and, as the abiding and eternal Spirit of God, drawing men to
Himself and to God. In terms of
theology, Dr. Duncan supports the
"representation theory" in the doctrine of atonement though he never,
however, vitiates the Scriptural teaching that this Son of Man is also the
Son of God (in a unique sense) and
that His merits for mankind are allmfficient and eternally valid. It must,
in addition, make every Christian
reader of this book glad to know
that here is an eminent student of
the New Testament who wholly dis<~grecs with some of the fundamental

fallacies of Harnack and Schweitzer
and who even dares to challenge
Rudolf Otto and C. H. Dodd.
Dr. Duncan's analysis and classification of the Son of Man passages
will not satisfy everybody. His evidence, for instance, that here and
there Jesus may have used the term
in a wider sense to include also the
true People of God is too scanty
and wilts away in the light of those
scores of passages where the term is
applicable to Jesus only (cf. pp.
147ff.) . His interpretation of the
nature of early Christian eschatalogy
is most interesting and deserving of
further investigation , but it is not
convincing. One wishes, LOO, that
the author who accepts Jesus as the
heaven-sent substitute to atone for
man's sins, would have buttressed
his argument by reference to a larger
number of passages in the Epistles
which support his view. This reviewer acknowledges however, in the
same breath, his own great obligation to Dr. Duncan for making such
abundant and effective use of the
theology of the Fourth Gospel.
New Testament scholarship is
basking in the warm sunshine of a
glorious day. The pessimism and
negativism of the past century and
of the early decades of our own century is happily past. This is an age
in which many scholars are once
more taking the New Testament records at their face value, and the
faith of the early Christians, which
history has always vindicated, is being ·respected even by some who
were brought up In the destructive
criticism of a past age. With apolo-
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gies to 'Vordsworth, one can't help
but muse:
Bliss is it in this day · to 'be alive,

•'

But to be· young is very heaven.

Pax Americana

I.

PROSPECTS FOR DEMOCRACY
IN JAPAN. By T. A. Bisson. The
Macmillan Co., New York. 1949.
S2.75·
HE

author of the book under re-

T.. view is highly critical of our oc-

..

wpation policy in Japan. He assumes as the basis for his judgment
that the democratic pattern of the
state and social life as exemplified
by the standards of 1the United
States is the only valid measurement of the worth of any culture.
Therefore the institutions of Japan
which are the organic development
of the mores and customs of a "per,·erted" people must be destroyed
and supplanted by a rational system
which will conform to our own ideas.
In the author's opinion, the original
idea and the program of our occupation of Japan was sound and beneficial to us as well as to the masses
in Japan, but unfortunately the r eliance of the American occupation
authorities on the members of the
old regime in the central and especially the local government h as nullified the efficacy of the program of
democratization. As a final blow to
this aim and the peace of East Asia
the recent so-called Draper report
proposes to restore a potentially dan~erous Japan of the old order, particularly by preserving its economic
power as the "workshop of the Far
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East," directed by the old guard in
politics and business.
In his zeal for his main thesis, i.e.,
democracy as a panacea for the complexity of problems in Japan, Mr.
Bisson overlooks some important factors which underlie the serious problems with which the Japanese people are confronted. For example,
when he charges the post-war starvation of the Japanese mainly to the
mismanagement of economic affairs
by the Conservative cabinets, he is
certainly oversimplifying the problem and is carried away by his hearty
dislike of the conservative forces in
Japan. He minimizes or ignores the
destructions resulting from the war;
the stultifying consequences of the
uncertainty of the future which confront a people who had to submit
to unconditional surrender and do
not know yet the conditions of the
peace; the revolutionary changes in
an old, established social and economic order and the difficulties of
adjustments to a new order; the
large amount of reparations and
requisitions demanded by the occupation forces; the restrictions imposed upon commerce and indusu·y; the loss of valuable territory
and markets by which their competitors have benefitted; the dismantling of manufacturing plants and
their transfer to other countries. Mr.
Bisson does not even touch upon
the crux of the whole economic difficulties of Japan: the fatal discrepancy between population .i ncrease
a nd food supply. What constructive
measures does Mr. Bisson have to
offer for the solution of this serious
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problem which has been at the root
of the "aggressiveness" of Japan in
the past? What constructive measures
has our government to offer?
And what about Japan's future
defense? China has fallen into the
hands of the Communists, and the
power of communist Russia in Asia
has been tremendously increased.
\<Ve have completely demilitarized
Japan. Are we going to abandon her
to the mercies of Russia? Are we
then going to condemn to certain
death those leaders who in good
faith collaborated with us? Or are
we going to make this helpless country the battle ground of the struggle
for supremacy-some would say,
peace-in the Pacific? It is rather
strange that Mr. Bisson does not
even mention communism in his calculations concerning the future of
Japan and our share in it.
The facts about the reaction of
the great majority of the Japanese
people to our· attempt to indoctrinate them with the spirit of democracy-some would prefer to say,
to educate them in the ways of
democracy-are unfortunately disappointing. The Diet, elected through
free democratic elections under our
control has a safe majority of Conservatives and nationalist members
in both houses; the judiciary is dominated by the same people; the local
government is ruled by the conservative element; in fact, as the author
states, "The closer down to the grass
roots of Japan one gets, the more
absolute becomes the old guard's control" (p. 71 ).
How is the New Deal-or should

we call it the Fair Deal-going to
affect in the long run the happiness
of the Japanese, our own welfare,
and the well-being of the world? Of
course, we hope for the best, but11 ous verrous.
I!. K.

KRUGER

The Eternal Quest
BEARING WITNESS TO THE
TRUTH. By Harold Cooke Phillips. Abingdon-Cokesbury Press.
New York and Nashville. 1949.
$2.50.

T as

~E

publishers announce this book
being invaluable for every
preacher and theological student
who seeks to develop aand increase
his skill and power as "a workman
that needeth not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of truth."
We would add that it would be well
if also those who listen to sermons
would read a book such as this, that
they might appreciate the problems
of preaching and the purposes and
aims pursued by every conscientious
Christian preacher.
Dr. Phillips is known as a popular speaker, lecturer, and writer.
His new book is based on his Lyman .Beecher "Yale" lectures on
preaching. The author is thoroughly
at home in the Scriptures. He also is
a man of wide reading in secular and
religious world literature. We see
walking across his pages many philosophers from Socrates and Plato
to Kant and Marx. Scientists appear
from Galileo to Einstein. Literary
men like Goethe, Keats, Lamb,
Emerson, Kipling, and Wells speak
at the proper places. And there is,
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of course, a · galaxy of theologians
and church leaders.
In the first three chapters, "What
Is Truth?" "Truth as Moral Reality," "Ways of Knowing the Truth,"
Pilate's famous question is discussed
and answered from philosophical,
moral, and religious viewpoints. The
author arrives at the correct answer
when he says:
The Bible is most realistic here. It
does not say that the primary problem
of man lies in his mind and that knowledge will solve it. It insists that man's
primary problem rests in his sinful heart
and stubborn will, and that his salvation lies in God's Redeeming grace.

•

According to Phillips there are
five ways of knowing the truth: authority, reason, intmtwn, experiment, revelation. He does not accept
the authoritarianism of the dmrch
in the Roman Catholic sense. "The
Bible speaks to us with authority."
Still "we may not regard it as an
inerrant book." But we would like
to know chapter and verse in the
\vorks of "the founder of Protestantism, " where "Luther daringly said
that the Bible was not the Word of
God but that it contained the Word
of God." It is true that Luther compared the Bible with the manger at
Bethlehem, in which we find Christ;
he insisted that the peasants (and
others) do not misunderstand and
misapply Biblical truths; he considered James and Revelation inferior
in importance to Romans and Galatians. But it is unfair to the great
Reformer to claim that he taught
that the Bible only contains the
Word of God, as it is understood by
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liberal theology of the recent past.
The last three chapters, "The Sermon and the Truth," "The Preacher
and the Truth," "Christ and the
Truth," show the practical significance of the truth in Christ Jesus.
Here we find repeated the time-tested and ever-true cl1aracteristics of a
good sermon, as taught by Luther,
Walther, Metzger, Fritz, Reu, and
others. The sermon should have
definite goals, should preach the Bible, be timely and direct, vivid and
pictorial, and should stop when fin·
ished. Here again we hear (and it
cannot be said too often), that the
minister should have system in his
workshop, should plan his sermons
in advance, and begin each sermon
ea rly in the week. Every conscientious pastor will agree that "his job
is too big for him," that the mountain of duties will well nigh crush
him. One of our own pastors recently
said to this reviewer: "One goes to
bed every night with a bad conscience." But ministers are also human. Quoting from Belden's biography of Whitefield, the author says
there is for all pastors "the temptation to recline, the temptation to
shine, the temptation to whine."
Speaking of the apostles, Phillips
has this correct evaluation of the
gospel:
Strangely enough, they never used the
phrase "social gospel." nor did they
speak as we do about "social problems,"
but their gospel of reconciliation to God
in Christ profoundly shook the world,
changed radically the course of history.
And quoting II Corinthians 5·
"God was in Christ reconciling the
world unto himself," he continues:
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This is the supreme truth about
Christ. He is not only a prophet, though
admittedly the greatest, nor a teacher,
though surely the wisest, but a Saviour,
1 he revelation of the I iving God.
Through His life. death, and resurrec·
Lion He makes real and operative God"s
redemptive grace. Thus He is able to
··save ... 10 the uttermost" (Heb. 7:25)
those who come to God by Him.
These are fine expressions. But we
miss in this otherwise very worthwhile book a clear statement of the
substitutionary character of Christ's
work, the vicarious atonement, that
Christ gave His life "as a ransom for
many." This is the golden thread
which weaves its way through the
Old and New Testaments. This
brings the picture of Christ, the
Truth, into clear focus. This is the
only satisfying reward in man's eternal quest for an answer to Pilate's
question: "What is truth?"
CARL A. GIESELER

Study of Compulsions
COMPULSION AND DOUBT. By
Wilhelm Stekel. Translated by
Emil Gutheil, M.D. Liveright Publishing CorporaJtion, New York.
I!J49· 2 vols. 645 pages. S7.50.

STEKEL, one of Freud's first
is credited with having
psychoaaalyzed more than ten thou~and patients. He discusses his findings in an extensive work, entitled
Diso1·ders of the Instincts and Emotions, o£ which these volumes (under the name Zwang und Zweifel in
the original) form a part.
Compulsions are among the most
widespread, interesting, and baffling
of mental diseases. They . are not
R.

D pupils,

forms or forerunners of insanity
(psychosis) but belong under the
head of neuroses, though psych~ses
often also include compulsive states.
Like all other mental abnormalities,
compulsions are exaggerations or dis·
ronions of states tl1at are found in
normal life. "Vho has not experienced compulsions of thought (obsessions) when a melody or a piece
of poetry insisted on repeating itself
over and over? And who, especially
in cltildhood, has not felt compulsions of action, such as the need of
stepping on cracks in the sidewalk,
or of not stepping on them? Only
when obsessions and compulsions
form more or less elaborate systems
which unfit people for living nor·
mal lives are they to be counted as
neuroses.
Stekel offers what is probably the
most comprehensive and detailed
study of compulsions ever made. He
presents seventy-nine case histories,
some of them at considerable length,
and around these he builds up the
picture of the symptomatology, the
psychological origins and mechanisms,
and tlte therapeutics of the disease.
Adult students in the fields of psychology and medicine should find
these volumes intensely interesting
and instructive.
Though Stekel freely acknowledges his indebtedness to Freud, he
does not accept his master's tl1eory
of the unconscious. "The concept of
the unconscious," he writes, "serves
as a sort of psychoanalytic attic
where everything is thrown that does
not fit into other systems: resistance
and transference, hatred and love,
ideals and vice." "The id was even
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more than an attic. It was the scape
goat upon which we loaded all the
sins of the patient and our own sins
as well. If the patient did not recover
his health, well, then his id was not
inclined to be cured. (If he was cured
the credit had, of course, to go to
us.)" He states his own credo as follows: "I do not believe that in the
psyche there are thoughts incapable
of becoming conscious, or thoughts
which can become conscious only by
the psychoanalytic process. " What is
regarded as unconscious, he holds, is
what people do not want to know.
As these quotations indicate, Stekel
is not dry reading.

Toward One World
PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF A
WORLD CONSTITUTION. By
The Committee to Frame a World
Constitution. University of Chicago
Press, Chicago. 1948. 92 pages.
S2.oo.
deceptiYely simple document
T
rightly (and somewhat modestly)
called a Preliminm-y Draft of a World
HIS

..

Constitution was originally published
in the March, 1948, issue of Common
Cause, "a monthly report of The
Committee to Frame a ·world Constitution ." Notably missing from the
present volume is the March, 1948,
dedication to Mohandas Karamchand
Gandhi who had been killed less
than two months before.
It was a beautiful dedication . lls
omission from the more permanent
book edition seems unfortunate, for
Gandhi "reversed the experience of
centuries; right emerged in him as
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might, meekness as the inheritor of
the earth."
This "proposal to history" may be
another in the long series of magnificent still-born programs offered to
the \Vestern world as the ideal mode
of government. Or maybe-at long
last-the tide which began with Plato
has turned, and this is it.
Whatever one's view on the necessity or feasibility of the world govern ment, the names of the proposers and
signers of the suggested world con stitution are so distinguished that the
document deserves consideration on
this point alone. The signers arc
Robert M. Hutchins, G. A. Borgesc,
Mortimer J. Adler, Stringfellow Barr,
Albert Guerard, Harold A. Innis,
Erich Kahler, Wilbur G. Katz, Charles
H. Mcilwain, Robert Redfield, Rexford G. Tugwell. Most of these are
familiar names around the U niversit\'
of Chicago. The proposed constiu{.
tion is based upon certain premises:
(1) There must not be another international war because that would mean
world destruction. (2) Therefore war
must be outlawed and world peace
enforced. (3) This can only be done
by effective and genuine world government. (In the words of Chancellor Hutchins this is possible because
it is absolutely necessary.) (4) World
government and the resulting world
peace arc possible only by means o[
an agreement among the peoples of
the world guaranteeing justice to all
peoples of the world.
The preliminary drah therefore
begins properly with a declaration of
"Duties and Rights." Some of tllCse
a re obvious and incontrovertible
(" protection of individuals and groups
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against subjugation and tyrannical
rule, racial or national, doctrinal or
cultural, with safeguards for the selfdetermination for minorities and dissenters.) It listed one duty of man
1\'hich will be generally acceptable
but extremely difficult; it has a fa·
miliar ring: "To do unto others as
he would like others to do unto
him." A third group in the declaration will cause some raising of eyebrows and shaking of heads (" . . .
earth, water, air, energy . . . the
common property of the human race"
shall be managed and used regard·
less of present ownership for "the
interest of the common good.")
The structure of the proposed
J7ederal World Republic is simpler
than might have been anticipated;
the draft itself covers only thirtyeight pages. As with all skeletal gov·
ernmental anangements, interpretation will be as important as thC'
original language. Among the interesting features is the office of the
Tribune of the People who will be
the "world attorney." Making due
allowance for the immense scope of
the proposed constitution most of
the governmental apparatus is con ventional enough.
After the constitution proper, there
is a Summary Report by the committee and three "appendixes" in which
the committee's documents, the United Nations, and the Soviet Union
arc discussed. Finally there are concOt·dances beginning quite properly
with that great and noble line: "He
hath made of one blood all nations
of men for to dwell on all the face
of the earth."
The entire volume represents the

unmistakable stamp of long, hard,
and careful thinking by eminent educators and scholars who are concerned, as we all should be, with the
fate of mankind here on earth.
They should be given a respectful
and critical hearing.
A. WEHLING

Poor History, Worse
Interpretation
HOTV THE GREAT RELIGIONS
DEGAN. By Joseph Gair. Dodd ,
Mead & Company, New York. 1!)48.
424 pages. Ss .oo.
book, first published in 1929,
in order with Buddhism,
Jainism, Hinduism, Confucianism,
Taoism, Shintoism, Zoroastrianism,
Judaism, Christianity, Mohammedanism, and the Reformation.
\.Yhat strikes one as one begins to
read is the diction, style, and manner of printing employed, as witness
this specimen from page 3:
HIS

T deals

Now asking questions is one thing.
Answering them is quite another.
Anyone can ask questions. Anyone can
ask: Why is the sky blue? Why has a
cat a tail? Why is grass green?
But not everyone can answer these
questions correctly.
As an asker of questions the 1\fan of
long, long ago was very, very good. But
as an answerer of questions he was not
so very exact.
And so it goes on. Reminds one of
the First Reader, doesn't it? The
blurb calls it "a simple and vibrant.
style." We recognize the simplicity,
but the vibrancy somehow escapes
us. Perhaps we are ·no longer able
to enjoy the thrills of an eight-year-
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old. Yet the blurb assures us that
this is "a standard work on the subject ... and is used in many college
courses in C®mparative Religion."
Possibly the book has been tailored
to fit the kind of people who take
these courses, though the fact is not
mentioned.
There is, furthermore, no indication what colleges, deliberately or
ignorantly, foist upon their students
a book which, with all its baby talk,
makes it a point to give the lie to
the claims of divine authority which
the Old and New Testaments make
for themselves, and that not even in
an honest, straightforward way, but
cunningly, underhandedly, and by indirection. The least that can be expected of such a book is that it let
the Bible speak for itself. Instead,
there is systematic mutilation. Jesus
is presented as merely a well-meaning
man who wanted men to live together
in peace and justice as brothers, who
was put to death by His enemies, and
about whom, after His death, grew
up many legends, including that of
His resurrection. That He claimed to
be the Son of God, that He promised
redemption through His death is not
even mentioned.
In comparison with such sabotage
of the central teachings of Christianity, it is of minor consequence that
Gair reveals all sorts of ignorance.
He says, e.g., that the Wise Men
followed the "purple" star "out of
Jerusalem, and far away to Bethlehem." The distance is five and a
half miles: not very "far away" even
for those days. Pilate is said to have
found Jesus "guilty of blasphemy":
he never changed his verdict, "I find

no fault in him at all," not even when
he condemned Him. "When the women of Jerusalem came and offered
Jesus a drink made of frankincense,
myrrh, and vinegar that would lessen
his pain, he refused it." Where Gair
picked up the ingredients of this
notion it would be hard to say. But,
to repeat, these and other blunders
are of little importance as against the
fact that this is a vicious anti-Christian book.

Two Makers of Modern
Literature
THEODORE DREISER: APOSTLE
OF NATURE. By Robert H. Elias.
Alfred A. Knopf & Co., New York.
1949. 37 5 pages. $4.00.
]AMES ]OYCE. Hy Herbert Gorman. Rinehart & Co., New York.
1948. 358 pages. $3-50.
H ESE

two biographies have much

T in common. Both claim to be definitive about the man, the artist,
and the critic of society; indeed, they
seem to justify this claim! The vol·
ume on Dreiser (who died in 1945)
is based upon long personal acquaintance with the man, special interviews with him, prolonged examination of his correspondence and
manuscripts, and numerous conversations with many of his surviving
friends and relatives. The volume on
Joyce, a re-issue of a 1939 publication,
was written while Joyce was still alive
(he died in 1941 ), wherefore its author had the similar advantage of
spending much time with his subject
plus the privilege of access to all of
Joyce's private papers. A copious index is a great help in each book.
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l'vloreover, each of these biographies stresses the constant struggle
against handicaps, physical, social,
philosophical, and moral, that repeatedly plagued these two important
literary persons. Each book brings
its subject closer to us by discriminating usc of quality illustrations,
though in this respect the Joyce vol ume is the more interesting in its
reprint facsimiles of final proof together with some of the corrections
sent with final proof of "Work in
Progress," Finnegan's Wak e.
The virtue of such explorations
into the origiR, development, and
meaning of ead1 author's point of
view (sometimes self-conflicting) is
found in the respective clarification
of underlying purpose. For example,
.not only the survival of the fittest
but also the significance of the unfit
is clearly brought out in two of the
fifteen chapters on Dreiser, whose
confused naturalism merged into socialism near the end of his life. And
in the eleven chapters on Joyce we
follow his quest from Dublin to
Paris to Trieste to Rome and to
Zurich, with awareness of his increasing expressionism in attempts to
present the subconscious mind.
One word more, about the single
book whereby each writer startled the
world and achieved his fam e. How
these two men, each from devoutly
Catholic environment, formulated the
design and completed the writing of
Sister Carrie and Ulysses, respectively, makes stimulating reading ~s here
narrated. ·we salute Elias and Corman for achieving scholarly result<;
in effective English style.
HERBERT H . UMBACH

Alcohol and Alcoholism
THE PROBLEM DRINKER. By
Joseph Hirsh. Duell, Sloan &
Pearce, New York. 1949. 211 pages.

$3-oo.
THE THIRD STRIKE. By Jerry
Gray. Abingdon-Cokesbury Press,
New York. 1949. 59 pages. $ 1.oo.
HE PROBLEM DRINKER

is an ex-

T cellent educational manual of

facts on alcoholism, written by the
executive director of the Research
Council on Problems of Alcohol ,
for popular consumption. The book,
if read carefully, is likely to dispel
many a fallacy surrounding alcohol,
hence providing the setting for scientific constructive thinking on the subject .
Some of the facts: The evil in
alcoholism lies with the problem
drinker and not with the alcohol.
The critical factor in drunkenness is
the actual per cent volume of alcohol
consumed and not the gross amoun t
o£ liquid. The diseases of the alcoholic are due to vitamin deficiency
aud improper diet, rather than to
the alcohol itself. Alcohol is only a
symptom in divorce and many other
types of social demoralization. In
about only 40 per cent of cases is
alcoholism the essential difficulty;
about 6o per cent of those afflicted
with alcoholism are primarily psychotics, epileptics, mental deficients,
psychopaths. There are 75o,ooo true
alcoholics in the U. S. at present,
besides another 3,ooo,ooo who drink
to excess. Prohibition as a method ol
prevention has failed.
There are several types of treatment. Psychiatric treatment may be
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helpful if the person is not psychotic
or feeble-minded. Psychotherapy oriented toward a religious itl.eal has
much more lasting effect than "malted milk" substitutes. The "aversion"
treatment, by which an emetic, for
example, is mixed with the drink,
may help those not having other un derlying problems. Alcoholics Anonymous has effected miraculous cures
in about 75 per cent of its contacts
and now numbers 6o,ooo members.
AA is an idea, not an organization;
it is built on mutual interdependence
and on commitment to God as the
individual understands Him; it assumes the desire to get well as fundamental.
The book closes with chapters telling what must be done to help the
alcoholic. The Yale Plan of Alcohoi
Studies and the Research Council ou
Problems of Alcohol are spearheadmg the drive for legal treatment of
alcoholism as a disease, for better and
mon understanding medical care by
pubiic agencies, and for much more
organized research. The liquor industry, for instance, spends $6o million
annually on advertising but none on
research.
The Third Stl·ike is a wG>rthy compiementary volume to the Problem
Dnnker. It is an alcoholic's brilliant
seif-analysis of the tragedy, the anxiety, the ultimate frustration and sense
of defeat that accompanies one who
must live his life from the boule.
"Jetry Gray," a pseudonym, is uo
mme, since he died by his own hand .
But he has left a confession of personal experiences which easily allow
the reader to change places with the
nuim and himself relive the day to
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d..t )' crises confronting an alcoholic.
The vividness here is much akin to
that oi The Lost Weekend, and the
euding is more tragic.
The Third Strike confirms much
of the previous volume. The author
stresse~ that psychiatry may assist, but
it cannot give the will to overcom<:.
For the victim may have a wealth of
insight but not will to choose. That
can only come outside one-from
God. The building up of self-the
<hoosing element-draws power from
the Divine. If groups like AA, the
Reoearch Council, and the Yale Plan
had been active when "Jerry Gray"
lived, he might still be with us producing more such masterful and wellwritten psychological analyses. But
he would be satisfied if his last testat•ttnt moved us, who survive, to give
alcoholics like him another real
chance "at bat."
Ross ScHERER

First-Rate Satire
JVATCH THE NORTHWIND
RISE. By Robert Graves. Creative
Age Press, New York. 1949. 290
pages. $3.00.
OBERT GRAVES, the most learned
of the historical novelists, is best
R
known in the United States for his
novels, I, Claudius, King jesus, and
Hercules, My ShifJmate. He has also
written several volumes of poems,
criticism on early English poetry and
prose, and then last year, his controversial, The White Goddess, "a historical grammar of poetic myth."
In historical sequence, Graves has
IITitten on almost every age up to
World War I and it was only a mat -
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ter of time before he would start
writing on the future which he does
in JVatch the Northwind Rise.
The subject of this fable is New
Crete, a civilization three epochs into
the future, which is held together by
love and custom, but more important,
by fear of the sole deity, the Goddess.
A serene land with no machinery,
money, or modern conveniences, New
Crete resembles the Middle or Late
Stone Ages in its culture. All the New
Cretans are beautiful and healthy but
they lack both a look of character
and a sense of humor.
Graves is an excellent story teller
and he holds together this sight-seeing
tour of a post-civilized age with a
thin narrative. In England this book
is published under the more accurate
title Seven Days in New Crete.
For contrast between the present
and the future, the author has an
English poet, Edward Venn-Thomas,
of the present, or Late Christian
epoch, evoked into New Crete. There
he spends seven days in the company
of three poet-magicians, a witch, and
a nymph who practises white magic.
During his short visit, the poet
manages to meet members of all five
estates, the magicians, captains, recorders, commoners, and servants.
The recorders have just completed
gathering everything of importance
that had been written since the beginning of time. After cutting out
everything that was not of real importance they found they had 1 oo
rhin volumes that included nothing
on philosophy, advanced mathematics, physics, or chemistry.
For most of the visit this satire
moves swiftly and smoothly but then

the poet meets the local deity and
Graves uses this opportunity to bring
out some notes apparently left over
from his White Goddess of last year.
As a utopia, New Crete has some
improvements on Bacon's New Atlantis and Butler's Erehwon, at least
on the surface. Underneath a little
of the rotten core begins to show,
and by the time Venn-Thomas is
whisked back to present-day England,
this land of the future has a dismal
future of its own.
Robert Graves' wit and original
imagination make of Watch the
Northwind Rise one of the best satires to come out in recent years. It
is also the least abstruse and most
humorous of his recent works.
ALFRED R. LOOMAN

Two Generations
BORN r925. By Vera Brittain. The
Macmillan Co., New York. 1949.
320 pages. $3-50.

lfN BoTn 192 5 Vera Brittain, British

ll writer and lecturer, explores a
familiar problem-the conflict be tween an older and a younger generation. Adrian Carbury is representative of that generation of Englishmen born in 1925, a generation whose
consciousness is molded from its earliest awakening by the heavy hand of
war and the rumor of war, one which
comes to accept bombast and bombardment as part of the normal world
order. His father, Robert Carbury.
liberal vicar of St. Saviour's Church ,
London, was born "in one of the
calmest periods of the world's history" according to the author, and
in consequence regards war as an

.
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abnormal phenomenon, a result of international departure from the high
idealism of Christ's teachings.
The two Carbury's, though funda mt.ntally alike, drift farther and farther apart as Adrian grows older, for
he understands neither his father's
intense moral aversion to war nor
the crusading fervor which leads Robert Carbury to organize the Builders
of Jerusalem, a militant group dedicated to fight for peace and against
injustice and poverty. The elder Carbury, who came out of World \Vu I
with a Victoria Cross and an aroused
social consciousness, is wounded deeply by his son's cynicism, a cynicism
directed not only toward his public
service but toward his earnest efforts
to be an affectionate parent as well.
The events of World War II startle
Adrian to maturity at last, compelling him to recognize his innate sympathy for his father's work and to
choose at last the study of astronomy
as a middle ground between idealism
and cynicism with the hope that in
the laws of God's universe he may
find immutable principles which can
be applied to the undisciplined human race.
It seems too much to place the full
weight of the psychological conflict
between generations in terms of the
relative tranquility existing in the
" ·orld during the youth of Robert
Carbury in comparison with the ordered chaos of his son's youth as Miss
Brittain does. Like most of those
engaged in probing the mysteries of
rhe psyche, she is perhaps too dogmatic. Robert Carbury was born in
1Bgi, and between the years IBgB1911 one need only mention the
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Boer War, the Boxer Rebellion, the
Russo-Japanese War, the Moroccan
crisis, the forcible establishment of
the Chinese republic, and the conscious alignment of Europe into rival
ententes and alliances to perceive
that Robert Carbury's youth was
scarcely less troubled than that of his
son. It appears then that in order to
preserve the outlines of a black-andwhite case study Miss Brittain has
found it necessary to force Adrian
into a conveniently marked out pattern, that the extraordinary is overemphasized or that reality is sacrificed
at times to psychological expediency.
In Robert Carbury, on the other
hand, the author has created a striking and wholly real character. He
emerges in all respects as the central
figure of the story, and however unsophisticated his ideas, they make up
a type of splendid unsophistication of
which it is possible we may have too
little. Miss Brittain's book is eminently readable, even provocative, but
it would be too much to call it a
work of superior craftsmanship. Other
books by Miss Brittain include Testament of Youth and On Being an
Author.
CLIFFORD F. PATIERSON

Do We Educate to Divide?
EDUCATION FOR PEACE. By
Herbert Read. Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York. 1949. 166 pages.

S2.75.
amhor of this book maintains
education is the only safeguard of peace and preventive of war.
However, he severely criticizes the
current aims of education and the
liE

T that
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methods which we employ._ He pro·
poses an education which will predispose mankind for peace, · an ideal
which he believes within the reach
of possibility.
In the author's opinion, our aims
and methods of education are in need
of complete transformation . Present·
ly, the civilized world educates "to
promote intelligence, to promote industry, to ensure progress." Very
early we train our children in competition. Our method of classifying
pupils according to intellectual capacity lays the foundation for a di ·
,·ided society.
Read suggests as fundamental aim s
of education two determining prin ·
ciples: educate with reference to
things; and educate to unite, not to
divide.
vVith regard to the first principle.
he charges that we teach more about
things than actual acquaintance with
and manipulation of things. We dispense much information about art
and music, but provide little oppor·
tunity for participation in artistic
creation and musical production. He
bids us to return to the principles of
Plato, Rousseau, and Pestalozzi for
the transformation of our educational
aims and methods.
Training in creative expression, according to the author, will deveJop
cooperation, understanding, and unity. Individuals will find purpose and
pleasure in their activities. That will
make for morality and freedom based
on individual satisfaction and community consciousness and responsibility.
In his discussion of morals, · h e
makes the philosophy of Plato basic.

Only once does he refer to Christ
when he mentions the Sermon on the
Mount as the most explicit formulation of "a morality of love and mutual aid."
The book presents a philosophical
but thought-provoking treatment and
deserves to be widely read. Basically
it defends the principles of Christian ity, which, if universally applied.
would dispel the threatening war
douds and bring hope and courage
to a confused and fear-stricken world.

J
.

On Growing Up
THE FIRES OF SPRING. By James
A. Michener. Random House, New
York. '949· 495 pages. $3.50.
has done a masterof work.
M fulis piece
no half-hearted brush fire,
R. MicHENER

The Fires of
Spring
but a substantial forest blaze, as indeed the confusions of growing up
must be for every young person who
is aware of life and its contradictions.
David Harper is, in this book, such
a person. He watches and listens and
learns. Every person, old or young.
small or great, who takes an interest
in him, touches his life and helps to
shape his desires and ambitions. He
learns physical courage and intellectual integrity, but his biggest struggle comes as he flounders for a way
to light the fire of inner integrity.
David is exposed to the religion of
the Quakers, but the imp;ressions do
not take, and he embraces a pantheistic philosophy. When David at
last reaches the threshold of "man's
estate," one feels· that his spiritual
development is still lagging behind.
However, greater and bigger men

.
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than David Harper have had difficulty in starting and maintaining
that particular fire.
Mr. Michener delivers his story
with a series of hard lefts and right;,
no glossing over, no pretending.
". . . the spirit of man jes' plain
ain't purty. Yew can call it magnificent or bewilderin' or powerful to
the point of despair. But it ain't
college-English purty." The hardhitting fist yields to no cynicism: it
becomes an open hand of sympathy
and compassion for human beings
and human frailties. In writing this
story, the author has accomplished
what David Harper, dreaming of
writing a book, suddenly discovers:
"\.Yriting is ... seeing what no one
has ever seen before and writing it
down so simply that everyone will
say, 'Of course, I knew that all
along.'"
The reader will find many things
to think about long after he has finished the book. One of the more important ideas is concerned with influencing the young. Parent, businessman, teacher, artist, friend-each one
should be doing his best to contribute
some real log of inspiration to the
fires of spring of the ')IOung people
who watch and listen and learn. Is
each one presenting a wet log which
will only smoulder and give off a
blinding smoke, or is the log of seasoned wood, blazing with warmth
and filling the mind and soul with
light? The fires of spring must be
built carefully and with love, so that
they will be stroMg enough to light
more fires and not flicker out in
despair and hate.
ANNA SPRINGSTEEN
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Is Socialism the Aaswer?
LIVING WITH CRISIS. By Fritz
Sternberg. The John Day Company, New York. 1949. 184 pages .
.)2-50.

STERNBERG is an ardent supporter of the New Deal for the
M
United States and of socialism for
R.

Europe. He believes that the economy of Germany, which he rightly
considers the crux of the European
problem, should be socialized. This
he believes to be necessary particularly in the case of the Ruhr district,
which should then be placed under
allied control and worked by German labor for the benefit of all of
Europe. He asserts that nothing but
the acceptance of a socialist regime
in Germany will prevent the dominance of communism over Germany
and Europe. He disapproves of the
stand taken by the American government as expressed in the report of
the Harriman Committee which reads
as follows:
While this committee firmly believes
that the American system of free enterprise is the best method of obtaining
high productivity, it does not believe
that any foreign aid program should be
used as a means of requiring other countries to adopt it. The imposition of any
such conditions would constitute an unwarranted interference with the internal
affairs of friendly nations.
Our own opinion, based upon information received directly from various German sources, is that the German people are much more afraid
of their exploitation by foreign go\·ernments and capitalists than of
exploitation by their own private
capitalists. If their fear becomes jm-
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tified as a result of the actual future
policy of those who under the Ruhr
Statute control the distribution of
the fruit of the labor of German
e ngineers and workers, the danger of
acceptance of communism by a large
part of the frustrated and despairing
German population is much more
threatening than if a basically free
<: nterprise system for the management of economic activities in Germany is established. A fair arrangement of the economy of the Ruhr
district is without question all-important. For control of the Ruhr coal
means control of the steel industry
of Germany a nd consequently control of the production of machinery,
tools, and numerous other goods. In
fact it practically means control of
the whole economic life of the country. The Germans are fully aware of
this fact and are greatly alarmed at
the possible enslavement which they
are facing.
The second weapon of the United
States for successfully meeting the
ll"orld crisis, according to the author,
is the military Marshall plan. In
the words of Mr. Sternberg: "If the
United States were to issue a solemn
declaration, supported by the responsible leaders of both political parties,
to the effect that the United States
itself is a member in the Western
European defensive pact and that
any attack by the Russians on the
nations of ·western Europe constitutes an attack on the United States
and means immediate war, there is
reason to hope that the world would
get through this critical period without war" (p. 161). In this respect the
United States has been moving deft-

nitcly in the direction of l\1r. Stern·
berg's hopes and desires.
This reviewer agrees with the author that the steps which have been
taken by the United States since the
cessation of hostilities have become
necessary as a consequence of our
previous course in the conduct of our
foreign policy and now unfortunately seem to offer the only hope that
the danger of the outbreak of a terrible third global war might be averted. However, we disagree with Mr.
Sternberg's opinion that these measures will be effective onl)• "in con junction with a decisive change in
the European social structure" (p.
1 70), and that, after all, the socialization of all of Europe is "the decisive
factor for peace" (p. 171). It seems
to us that post-war events in Europe
contradict Mr. Sternberg's contention
that "a United States of Europe or·
ganized on democratic socialist lines
will not be socially or ideologically
threatened by communism" (p. 171).
F. K. KRUGER

A Study of Radio
RADIO LISTENING IN AMERICA.
By Paul Lazarsfeld and Patricia
Kendall. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New
York. 1949. 179 pages. $2.50.
as this book points out, is
still the only industry which
periodically surveys people's attitudes
and then frankly publishes the findings. The authors assess this phenomenon as being the fruit of a
"triple alliance of research, vigilant
criticism and creative leadership."
They hope it will continue. There
would seem to be more to it than
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their bland triple alliance, a fourth
motive-a stern duty toward the
board of directors to keep the Hoopcrs towering above the opposition.
The book is a sort of Gallup poll
of radio-the outgrowth of two surveys conducted by the National Opinion Research Center at the University
of Chicago. In brief, and with lots
of graphs and percentages, it tells
who listens to what and why.
There are few crackling surprises.
People in the upper income groups,
for instance, favor serious music and
radio forums more often than do people lower on the economic scale.
Twice as many men like discussion o[
public issues and considerably more
men are interested in evening news
broadcasts. It's all here from pros
and cons on afternoon serials to singing commercials. Socio-economic status is the most important factor in
determining listener preferences. And
so on-all in all, an admirable con-
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tribution to research into radio as a
social institution.
Perhaps the most significant conclusion of the survey is that there arc
millions of people who want more
serious programs-millions who, i[
they can't have New York's incomparable WQXR duplicated for Sauk
Center, at least clamor for more Toscanini, less Spike Jones.
And here the authors interject a
hopeful hortatory note:
It would be foolish to make radio so
sophisticated that it loses its audiences,
but it would be the failure of a mission not to exploit its cultural possibili·
ties. The best thing for the broadcaster
to do is keep the volume of educational
broadcasts slightly above what the masses
want. In this way he may contribute. to
a systematic rise in the general cultural
level without defeating the educational
goal by driving audiences ·away. This
policy will disappoint some educators
and it will alienate some listeners, but
it is precisely the kind of compromise
solution which must be found.
RAy L. SCHERER

1h~

READING ROOM
Life Without Newspapers
T's terrible. If you doubt that
statement, you should go
through the experience of the residents of Portland, Oregon, who
suffered through 25 newspaperless days during the past month,
as the result of a strike which
paralyzed both of Portland's dailies: the Oregonian and the 01-egon ] ournal.
It isn't merely that we disliked
having our daily breakfast routine disturbed (the Oregonian is
as integral a part of our breakfast
menu as the orange juice and coffee). Nor is it that we resented
paying 15c for a 5c copy of the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, which
was bought in large quantities by
Portlanders who were eager to
fill in the news vacuum.
Rather, the newspaper strike demonstrated forcibly how much
damage can be done to a city of
40o,ooo when the daily press fails
to function, and the free flow
of information is curtailed. Business, heavily dependent upon
newspaper advertising, slumped
badly, and hundreds of persons

I

By
THOMAS
COATES

"
wer'e laid off. Concerts and leetures, unreported in the press, ex- e.
perienced severe cuts in attendance. The local Red Cross drive
received a severe jolt. Deaths and ..£ :
1
funerals could not be adequately
reported, with the result that the ~
floral business in the city is said At
to have declined by 50 per cent
during the strike. As the Oregon
.T otanal stated in its first poststrike edition: "The effect upon
the community was that of a rna- ~
jor disaster. We have seen distress
and loss spread like a wave affecting persons and enterprises ot
an almost limitless category."
..
True, someone may contend:
"You still had the radio. What'~
the matter with that?" The mat- 4
ter is that our work-and that of
tens of thousands of other Portlanders-is of such a nature that ..
we can listen to the radio only
infrequently. What is more, this
experience demonstrated to us ~
that the radio cannot effectively
substitute for the newspaper as a
meclium for dissemination of the
news or for the coverage of vital
issues. 'Ve listen to a radio broad-
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c:tst- and after it is over it has
vanished into thin air. The more
• significant articles and editorials
., in a newspaper, howen:-r, can be
more thoroughly digested, and, i r
they arc sufficiently important,
~ clipped and filed away.
The editorial page of the Oregonian-incidentally, one of the
best in the country-summed up
the matter effectively in its first
edition after the strike:
The shutdown has been a forceful,
i[ costly, demonstration of the fact
that man-and especially the modern
American-does not live by bread
..._ alone but also has his intelligence
w worry about . . . .
Something, we think, has been
gained from the incident, all around.
The public has had an opportunity
to evaluate the newspapers as a medium of information and as an agency
o( normal economy; the management
and the employes can have no doubt
• left that in handling the public's information, they deal with a com·
modity greater than themselves and
" ·hich bears a special responsibility.

Tribute to a Great Journalist
HE
news left us rather
~
stunned. The news, we mean,
that after 35 years Dr. Theodore
Graebner had decided to lay
down the editorial oen of the
Lutheran Witness, wl~ich he had
,\"iclded with such consummate
~ 5kill and with such deep consecration to his great task. We have
never known the Witness with-
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out the editorship of Dr. Graebner, and it therefore seems incredible that there can be a Witness without him. The paper will,
of course, go on; the other men
on the editorial staff are able
journalists and gifted writers.
But we feel safe in predicting
that for a long, long time to
come the Witness will bear the
stamp of Dr. Graebner's personality, leadership, and journalistic
skill.
Dr. Graebner is one of those
rare individuals to whom the accolade of greatness may justly be
given. His greatness, moreover, i.s
not of the single-track variety; it
rather lies in his amazing versatility. There is scarcely a field of
human learning in which he is
not versed. At Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, on whose faculty
he has served since 1913, he has
lectured in practically every area
of theological study, and has
proYed himself an a uthority in all
of' them. He is eq u ally at home
when writing a profound tome
on the philosophy of science, like
God and the Cosmos, or when
penning a charming little narrative like Church Bells in the Forrst.
It is this gift of versatility that
has made his monthly column in
the CRESSET, which, with typical
Graebncrian piquancy, he ha s
termed "The Astrolabe," a neverending source of delight. It is a
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comfort to know that, even
though he has now relinquished
the editorial reins of the Lutheran Witness, he will continue to
serve as a member of the CRESSET's editorial staff and regale the
readers of this magazine with his
monthly contribution of wit and
wisdom.
To Theodore Graebner, great
theologian, great teacher, great
journalist, great friend, we say,
at this milestone in his distinguished career: Ave atque Vale!

Why Youth Programs Fail
HIS is the title of an article
Wesner Fallaw in the
March 9 issue of the Christian
Century. It is obvious that Mr.
Fallaw's analysis suffers from the
fault of oversimplification. The
trouble with the youth programs
of the various churches, he contends, is that young people arc
becoming increasingly impatient
with sectarian differences. His solution:

T by

It should presently become clear
that if youth are to be guided to·
ward the heights of Christian experience and service, diffused efforts eventually need to be supplanted by a
single inclusive Protestant program.
. . . Church presses and national
boards must put an end to their competition and their wasteful duplication of materials, programs and field
services.

Mr. Fallaw makes no mention

of a youth program which obviously has not failed-the farreaching and experience-tested
program of the International
Walther League, the youth movement sponsored by a large segment of American Lutheranism.
The League, incidentally, publishes the best youth magazine in
the market today, the Walthe1·
League Messenger. A magazine,
by the way, which appeals not
only to young people, but to the
entire family. This is as good a
place as any to hand a long-overdue bouquet to the Messenger's
managing editor, Alfred P. Klausler, and his associates for a superb editorial job.

•
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Communists and the Right
to Teach
HE decision of the president

T of the University of Washing-

ton to fire several members of
his faculty because of their alleged
membership in the Communist
party, coupled with similar action a few weeks later by the
president of Oregon State College
in the case of two young faculty
"party liners," has caused a nation-wide discussion in educational circles and beyond as to the
right of Communists to teach at
American schools and colleges.
Is the issue of academic freedom
at stake? Is affiliation with the
Communist party incompatible
with the duties of a teacher?

•
~
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The Nation devoted two of its nism? Quite the contrary, argues
recent issu(;!s-those .. ot, . February ··Dr. Childs:
.,. 26 and March 5-to a consideraBy accepting this authoritarian diction of this hotly debated ques- tation in the realm of the mind and
" tion. In the former issue, Dr. by exploiting their educational posiJohn L. Childs takes the position tions of public trust, Communist
that Communists are not entitled teachers not only break with the printo the privilege of academic free- ciple of disinterested search for truth
dom. Dr. Childs is anything but which is the heart of scholarship and
a "reactionary," having served as the ultimate foundation of academic
1
State Chairman of the Liberal freedom; they also tend to regard the
young as plastic material to be manipParty in New York State.
ulated for whatever purposes the ofIt is Dr. Childs' contention that ficial line of the party directs.
the opportunity to teach in the
In the following issue of The
schools of our country is not an
Nation,
Carey McWilliams takes
unqualified right. It is a public
.._ function and responsibility, and the opposite point of view. Mr.
implies loyalty to the ideals and McWilliams charges that the disvalues of our free and democratic missal of the Washington prof~s
society. He then proceeds to let sors is due to "politics." He
further argues that the next step
.., Communism speak for itself, with will be to ban not only actual
the result that it becomes clear
that the Communist policy is to members of the Communist party, but also those who may be
employ education as a medium
suspected of holding views symfor the advancement of the class
pathetic to Marxism. The door
struggle.
has been opened to academic
Communists .. . believe that what- "thought control."
...,
ever benefits their party is truth and
What Mr. McWilliams fails to
science; they are members of a dis- consider, however, is that Comciplined group controlled by the de- munism is not merely a political
crees of the world Communist move- or economic philosophy, but a
ment ... they must subordinate their dynamic movement which entails
own ideas to the dictates of the party
the complete surrender of perline; and they are expected to work
sonal, intellectual, and moral valcovertly in the schools to advance
ues to the 'all-pervading will of
Communist political purposes.
the Party. Is the benison of acaIs this only a paper pattern, demic freedom to be extended to
only a straw man to be attacked those who subvert the canons of
by the ·opponents of Commu- objective truth and justice?
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A SURVEY OF BOOKS
THE GOLDEN SALAMANDER
By Victor Canning. M. S. Mill
Company and William Morrow
and Company. New York. 1949. 250
pages. · 3.00.
LL

the ingredients making up

A The Golden Salamander could
easily have resulted in a Sunday sup·
plement novel lending itself admirably to lurid illustrations. A young
professor, edgy from his military ex·
periences and his wife's dea th, ac·
cepts an assignment to bring a ship·
ment of Etruscan antiquities from
Kabarta to England. In the North
African community he stumbles on a
ga ng of gunrunners and a pleasantly uncivilized young French girl. Before he is able to pack his relics off
to England he becomes the object of
a man hunt by bands of Arabs and
an assortment of corrupted publi c
officials.
But in the deft hands of Mr. Canning The Golden S11.lamander be·
comes a well-knit tale of high ad·
,·enture. While reading it the mount·
ing tension of the chase shuts awa y
any consciousness of the social impli·

ca tions of the book. In reflection,
however, the reader becomes aware
Th e Golden Salamander catches the
temper of the post-war era. The professor, ·weary of violence and condi1ioned to resist only that evil he has
been commanded to resist, is first
inclined to allow the gunrunners to
go their own ways. Possibly his ftnal
decision to thwart their efforts is not
as indicative of our age.

SOUTHERN CROSS
By Brigid Knight. Doubleday and
Company, New York. 1949. 305
pages. Ss.oo.
ERHAPS

many readers will dismiss

P Southern Cross as a story-coated
tract against nationalism. In essence
it is. Through orphaned Elizabeth de
Villiers, a Boer family is brought into
protesting contact with a South African British family. The girl, raised by
a gay English family, is abruptly
claimed by her Boer relatives at the
;1ge of nine. Thrust into their forbidding household, the child later
finds half-escape by marrying Petrus
Hugo. Although her husband bears

•
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good will toward the British, Elizabeth spends her life resisting the unflinching hatred her mother-in-law,
Gertruida, lashes at her one-time enemies. Gertruida looms out as one of
the most remarkable characters of
contemporary fiction, lonely in he1·
old hates, yet clinging as stubbornly
to her few affections.
Although Southen1 Cross wanders
over the generations much in the
manner of The Forsyte Saga, it is
not a long book. Often it flips
through the years far ahead of the
reader. Except for some of the dialogue that we would submit to the
Remarks \.Ye Doubt Ever Were Made
Department, the writing is simple
and neat. It is a good book, credible,
despite the many coincidences that
propel the plot, honest with human
failures and small triumphs. Southem
Cross is not so much fine literature
as a study of people una"·nre they
arc being watched.

THE LION TAMER
By Bryan MacMahon. E. P. Dutton
& Co., New York. 1949- 224 pages.
~2-75-

collection of twenty-two short
is an introduction to
American readers of a new Irish
"·riter, Bryan MacMahon, who has
gained popularity in his own country through the stories and, especially, the ballads he has published there
in •the past few years.
MacMahon demonstrates an unusual ability to capture sound and
feeling in his descriptions of the land
and the people he knows. Most of
the stories are set in \..ounty Kerry
HIS

T stories
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and particularly in the author's home
town of ListoweL
However, one of the best stories is
set not in County Kerry, but in
Montana. In this one, "Yung Mari
Li," an imported sod of Kerry turf
changes the life of a girl of ChineseIrish parentage and noticeably affects
all the local citizens of Irish descent.
The title story, The Lion Tamer,
is n yarn about a modern age Munchausen who tells his believable lies
to an appreciative audience in n
smnll Irish pub. Although none of
the characters speak in "The Breadwinner," it is the most dramatic
story in the group. It describes a
young bride's first effort at baking
bread while her husband's parents
watch with malevolent eyes.
All of the stories are even in quality but there is no monotony in these
warm glimpses of everyday life in
Ireland. Bryan MacMahon exhibits
an engaging style and a fine descriptive sense in this collection and most
readers will be waiting for the Irish
novel he expects to complete during
the coming year.
ALFRED R. LOOMAN

HIGH TOWERS
By Thomas B. Costain. Doubleday
and Company, Garden City, New
York. 1949. 403 pages. S3.00
TowERS is the saga of the Le
H
Moyne family, which amid much
derring-clo led in the settling of
IGH

Montreal and New Orleans. Dominant among the ten brothers Le
Moyne who swashbuckle through the.
pages is Charles. His adopted daughter, Felicite, eventually becomes the
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heroine of the story. Since all participants in the tale are indoctrinated
with reverence for The 'Family, it
follows that all problems hinge on its
security. Charles first employs Felieite, who displays an unladylike
genius with money matters, to hover
over his fur trading interests from
their home in Montreal. Later h e
maneuvers a marriage between his
daughter and an unseen nobleman
in order to secure the family's holdings in New Orleans. Although languishing for her homespun lover,
Felicite sees her duty and ships off
for New Orleans and the nobleman .
Mr. Costain is not given to moralizing. Because of this happy trait it
is difficult to determine why he emphasizes the placid acceptance of
marriage as a means of securing family position. It does afford the author
a foil for the true love motif that
skips lightly through the book. Yet
a certain over-fondness for The Family, whose money-grubbing is glazed
with noblesse oblige, can be detected.
At times H igh Towers seems a pleasant apology for a society rooted in
materialism.
Mr. Costain, whose Th e Black
Rose, The Moneyman and now High
Towers have been lapped up eagerly
by book clubs, shows no glaring defects as a novelist. High Towers, however, is as indistinguishable from its
fellow book club favorites as are two
batches of mashed potatoes. The sole
evidence of individuality about High
Towers is that its jacket is chastely
inscribed with coats of arms rather
than the lady in the decolletage gown
who is the hallmark of the historical
romance.
RoBERTA IHDE

THE WRITTEN WORD
How to Write Readable Prose. By
Gorham Munso.n. Creative Age
Press, New York. 1949. 285 pages.
$2.95·
RrrERS

are made-self-made -

not born.
W
That is the conviction of Gorham
Munson, author, magazine editor and
hook publisher, as expressed in his
most recent work The Written Wo1·d.
Although Munson is emphatic that
amateurs "can start without any
promise and can make themselves
into writers," he casts no illusions as
to the price of final achievement
(publication), " if they intensely desire to do so," he adds.
The price is industry. That in cludes writing, reading, and studying.
Munson finds little value in writing courses as such. He states his posi·
tion in these words: "Take a course
provided that you are not going to
take the instructor seriously. Remem
ber that writing cannot be taught;
it can only be learned."
If you desire 10 write a book or
magazine article for publication-or
if you have tried and failed-you
should read The W1·itten Word
(Professional writers can find the
time well spent, also.) You will find
Munson encouraging, but hard hit·
ting. He will tell you you can learn
to write-the hard way.
Within the 285 pages are included
19 chapters, each of which contains
a helpful "recap." The author gives
explicit · irrstmctions how to improve
your writing by ·reading, and how to
build up your vocabulary. Sugges·
tions for form and tone are supplied .

•
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And appropriate reference titles are
sprinkled throughout this book.
In brief, Munson's. thesis is: '-'There
:~re two parts to this design of becoming a good writer: improvement
in the use of words and improvement
in what the writer has to say to his
fellow men."
HERBERT

E.

STEINBACH

POPCORN ON THE GINZA
By Lucy Herndon Crockett. William Sloane Associates, Inc., New
York. I949· 286 pages . .$3-50.
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they be? How sincere is their kowtowing? What's behind the arrogance
and .-pride displayed -by some of the
Japanese? What hope is there for
true democracy in Japan? Miss
Crockett attempts an answer to these
questions. Her conclusion is "that
generally the Japanese ou~look was,
if not bright, at least well shot
through with rays of hope." Here
is very worthwhile reading-enlightening as well as enjoyable.
GRACE WoLF

YOUR COUGH, COLDS,

style and with many il- AND WHEEZES
Jl lustrations, Lucy Herndon CrockBy Joseph D. Wassersug, M.D.
ett presents a book about the Amer'"' ilfred Funk, Inc., New York.
ican occupation and the tremendous
1 949· 277 pages. $2-95·
effect it is having on the Japanese
HE -title describes the contents.
way o[ life. Miss Crockett talks of
Dr. Wassersug has written a readrhe good and the bad, the ugliness
and the beauty of Japan. She tells ily understandable treatise for the
of .Japan's democratization process general reader on illnesses centering
humorously, but never forgets to in the respiratory system. He begins
mention the grotesque scars of war, with the one infection ·f rom which
the suffering of the thousands of every reader has suffered-the com.Japanese who are homeless and hun- mon cold-and in his chapter on the
controversial subject of therapy for
gry.
Inevitably, many comical situations colds, he offers some practical adarise from feudalistic Japan's misin- vice. He proceeds through the more
terpretation of modern America's serious infections-"fiu," the various
way of doing things. MacArthur, who types of pneumonia, tuberculosisis thought to be god-like, receives but he does not forget to mention
letters written in blood. Then there the less frequent offenders such as
is the strange sight of seeing a rural
bagasse or sugar cane inflammation.
Japanese woman bow as an American
The remainder of the text dejeep passes. Feudalism and the 20th . scribes those processes or diseases
which may be responsible for a cough
century come to grips in Jaflan.
Miss Crockett spent IS months in or wheeze-anything from an aspiJapan as a Red Cross worker. She rated whistle to cancer of the bronhas done her share to make the peo- clms, from allergy to eat's dander to
ple of Japan our next-door neigh- congenital cysts of the lung, from
bors. What kind of neighbors will heart failure to silicosis. The author
lfN VIGNETTE

T
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has collected some interesting histories for illustrative cases.
The book is noteworthy in one respect: it does not sacrifice scientific
accuracy for details which add glamour, but are not completely or uni\·ersally accepted (a common fault in
much of the medical writing for lay·
men). All the information is remarkably up-to-date.
Perhaps the greatest fault of the
book is the failure of the author to
include any sketches or diagrams.
Whole paragraphs of descriptions,
especially those pertaining to anatomy, could ha\·e been cJ;-~rified by a
single illustration.
'
Dr. \Vassersug is a Tufts Medical
School graduate (class of '38) and is
well qualified to write on this subject
by his special training in tuberculosis and other medical diseases of
the chest.
LEONARD RITZMANN, M.D.

MARY WAKEFIELD
By l\Iazo De La Roche. Little,
Brown, and Company, Boston.
1 !H!J- 337 pages. S3 .oo.
HEl' a young pretty governess
(Mary \'\lakefield) comes to
teach the children of a handsome
widower (Philip Whiteoak) , the
story is already told without much
elaboration. There are, however, in-

W

evitable complications which arise because of Philip's domineering mother, designing women, and a jealous
housekeeper.
Mary Wakefield is one of many
books written by Mazo De La Roche
in the telling of the Jalna saga.
Jalna is the name of the Whiteoak
estate in Canada . The first Jalna
story was produced on the stage of
New York and London. This latest
novel about Jalna is as interesting
and entertaining as its predecessors.
GRACE

\t\'oLF

THIEVES' MARKET
By A. I. Bezzerides. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. '949· 233
pages. $3.00.
HE

life of a truck driver is

neither easy nor pretty. Nick
T
Garcos, young and inexperienced,

dreams of building a trucking business for himself. His ideals, such as
they are, are soon lost in the struggle
to stay alive in this highly competitive and unprincipled business.
Mr. Bezzerides, having been a
trucker himself, should know whereof he speaks. He tells an ugly, albeit,
highly probabl e story. The language
of the book is unnecessarily vulgar.
The price is unnecessarily high.
ANNA SPRINGSTEEN
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Motion Picture
evaluates one of the woTld's most powe1"ful forces

completely fascinated by
a news item which I read recently in The N ew Yorker. This
press story tells us that Dr. Hortense Powdermaker, an associate
professor in the Department of
Anthropology and Sociology at
Queen's College, is at work on a
book about Hollywood. Dr. Powdermaker is something of an authority in her field. Soon after
she received her Ph. D. from the
University of London in 1929, she
went to New Ireland, an island
of the Bismarck Archipelago in
the Southwest Pacific. She spent
a year in the coastal village of
Lesu studying the stone-age culture of the Melanesians. Her first
book, Life in Lesu, appeared in
1 933· Another field trip, this time
to an unidentified town in Mississippi, provided the material
for her second book, After Freedom: A Cultuml Study of the
Deep South, which was published
in 1939·
Dr. Powdermaker says that she
became interested in Holl ywood

I
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during her stay in Mississippi.
The motion picture was the only
form of entertainment available
in the small county seat in which
she lived. When she noted how
the townspeople reacted to the
films they saw, she began to think
of movies not simply as a form
of entertainment but as a means
of revealing and portraying culture patterns as well. She became
so engrossed in the subject, she
says, that she will probably continue to write about Hollywood
all the rest of her life.
The learned anthropologist
does not intend to satirize Hollywood. She has no desire to be
funny or to poke fun. She believes that the problem is to understand Hollywood. From the
very outset she has held to the belief that what she found in Hollywood might be closely related to
what she saw on the screen, and
she went there to learn how the
social structure of Hollywood affects the final film product.
Dr. Powdermaker declares that
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her experiences among the Melanesians were invaluable to her
in her studies of Hollywood. "I
don't think I could have done
Hollywood at all," she says, "without first having done a society
different from my own. That enabled me to develop detachment."
In her investigations in Hollywood, Dr. Powdermaker explored
the relationships between important groups. She reports that everyone was willing to be helpful
and to give her precisely the information she wanted. For one
thing, Dr. Powdermaker was the
first anthropologist to go to Hollywood on a field trip. Furthermore, Hollywoodites were relieved and grateful because she
was not primarily interested in
their sex lives. They seemed to
sense the fact that she considered
her investigations to be of great
importance.
·
A few months ago Jean Cocteau, the famous French poet, artist, novelist, playwright, critic,
and motion-picture director, flew
to New York City to attend the
American premiere of The Eagle
With Two Heads, the latest of
his films to be released m this
country. In commenting on the
French film industry M. Cocteau
stated that working conditions in
France are difficult. The available
film is old, and sound equipment
IS ·outmoded. Although French

producers admire Hollywood's
mass-production methods, their
own limited resources prevent
them from adopting such methods. There are few specialists in
the French motion-picture world.
Everyone works hard at a variety
of jobs. M. Cocteau remarked
that he, himself, must toil like a
laborer.
The in tern a tionall y famous
Frenchman deplored the lack of
experimental laboratories in Hollywood. He believes that although experimentation involves
risks, it IS precisely these risks
that pay off. All the young creative minds in Paris, he declared,
are interested in the cinema,
which, m his estimation, Is a
great art. American producers,
however, have made it an industry. After all, the art of the cinema is only fifty years old, and that
is a short span of time in the life
of the Muse.
M. Cocteau's stage play, The
Eagle With Two Heads, had a
successful Broadway run several
years ago. The motion-picture
version received indifferent notices from New York critics.
He Walked by Night (EagleLion, Alfred Werker) is a smallbudget film. It was released without benefit of extraordinary publicity, and there are no big boxoffice names in the cast. Just the
same, this is an absorbing picture.
Although the acting is uniforml y
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good, the performance of newcomer Richard Basehart is outstanding. Employing a direct, almost documentary approach, Director Alfred Werker develops an
exciting theme to a dramatic climax. The excellent script, said to
be based on a case history in the
files of the Los Angeles police,
was written by John C. Higgins
and Crane Wilbur.
Family Honeymoon (UniversalInternational) is a big production
from a financial standpoint and
co-stars two of Hollywood's top
favorites. Claudette Colbert and
Fred MacMurray have been surefire box-office attractions for a
long, long time, singly and as a
team. Both have made some fine
pictures, and both have appeared
in some poor ones. Family Honeymoon falls into the latter category. This is an old theme-a
stale, worked~over theme in
which every vestige of comedy has
been belabored into complete exhaustion. Family Honeymoon can
serve one good purpose if it turns
out to be a fancy funeral pyre for
the silly gags and the hackneyed
situations so dear to the h earts of
the unimaginative script writers
who grind out so-called comedies
about marriage.
A Letter to ThTee Wives (2oth
Century-Fox, Joseph L. Mankiewicz) is unusually effective entertainment. It is fresh, witty, and
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delightfully satirical; it reveals a
hard-bitten, .down-to-earth insight
into this thing we call romance
and makes a shrewd and effective
plea for fundamental values.
Three smart young small-town
matrons are about to set out on a
day-long river excursion with a
boatload of underprivileged children. Like a bolt out of the blue,
the young wives receive a letter
from the local femme fatale.
They are told that the aforementioned siren has eloped with the
husband of one of the three
wives. This is the bombshell
which Writer-Director Joseph
Mankiewicz uses to introduce a
series of revealing flashbacks as
each of the three wives examines
her marriage and asks herself if
she has failed to make it a good
marriage. The acting of . Jeanne
Crain, Jeffrey Lynn, Ann Sothern, and Kirk Douglas is excellent; but their performances do
not match the sensitive and sparkling portrayals of Linda Darnell
and Paul Douglas. Celeste Holm's
voice is heard on the off-stage
sound track.
The name John Ford on a
movie trailer immediately leads
the informed movie-goer to expect a first-class picture. Mr. Ford
has directed many outstanding
films. The Three GodfatheTs (Argosy-M-G-M) will not be added
to this roster. In spite of a good
cast and superb technicolor pho-
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tography, this is nothing more
than a slick tear-jerker.
The three bad men in Mr.
Ford's desert saga are pale and
innocuous in comparison w~th
the desperadoes who try to outwit Alan Ladd in Whispering
Smith (Paramount, Leslie Fenton) . Mr. Ladd plays the title
1 ole in his first horse opera-a
standard product, by the way"·ith the deadpan competence he
brings to all his screen roles.
James Mason's first made-inHollywood picture must be a sad
disappointment to him and to his
fans. Caught (Enterprise-M-G-M,
Max Opuls) presents an uninspired version of Libbie Black's
commonplace novel, Wild Calendar.
]olin Loves Mary (vVarnersFirst National, David Butler) is
a mediocre film based on Norman
Krasna's successful stage play of
the same name. Mr. Krasna's fragile comedy demands a deft and
delicate touch, but this is entirely
lacking in the heaYy-handed
screen treatment.
Act of Violence (M-G-M, Fred

Zinnemann) presents a tense and
realistic study of fear, hatred, and
a desire for revenge. During the
war Bomber Pilot Van Heflin betrayed his comrades in a German
prison camp. Robert Ryan, the
only survivor, has sworn to
avenge his friends. Eventually he
finds Mr. Heflin. A deadly game
of hide and seek builds to a surprising-and somewhat confusing
- climax.
Advertisements for The Life uf
Riley (Universal-Internationa l,
Irving Brecher) proudly boast
"Radio's Riotous Riley Now on
the Screen." On the screen or on
the radio, The Life of Riley is
dull stuff.
The Fighting O' Flynn (Uni,·crsal-International) is an engagingly nonsensical talc of a Napoleonic plot to invade Ireland.
The tongue-in-cheek acting of
Douglas. Fairbanks, Jr., and the
other members of a capable cast
is obviously deliberate and goodnatured parodying of the exaggerated heroics common to many
costume and period dramas.
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LETTERS
to the

EDITOR

of my church, but had he not
stepped on their toes politically
he would not have been molested.
I do agree that all Christians are
opposed to paganism but let the
pagans do as they see fit unless
they actually attack our church.
By our example should we teach
them. And I firmly disagree with
you when you say that Mindzsenty
was arrested because he was a
member of an institution of
which you and I are members. He
was arrested, not because he was
a church representative, but because he did not know his place
in that very organization.
Therefore he was and is a very
dangerous man, dangerous in every sense of the word, and especially to the Lutheran Church as
you and I know our church .. Il
~till is very true what Jesus sa1d,
"Give unto Caesar which is Caesar's." Mindzsenty should be a
Yaluable lesson to all of us, to
keep politics out of our churc~es
no matter what country we hve
in. So far the Roman church has
not learned this lesson.

Gentlemen:
Your article on "No Man Is An
Island" does not make sense to
me, and I certainly gave you more
credit than you show in that article as far as being able to distino·uish church from politics.
"' Cardinal Mindzsenty received
his just due. Had he stayed within his realm proclaiming the little bit of Gospel which a Catholic Cardinal can or would proclaim, especially in a Catholic
cuumry, 1 contend that he would
have been unmolested had he
merely proclaimed his religion.
But like any Roman subordinate
he messed politics with his
church, and in this respect I disagree that he spoke for the
church, especially not as you and
I know the church.
RICHARD E.
Sure. his silencers are enemies Hialeah, Florida

ANTON

N EDITOR's lot is not a happy one.
much

ence last year and told him to sit and
read and think and come up with
some observations on what the conThis month, it happened that our ference did. Unfortunately, · he went
book reviewers deluged us with copy. clown with a couple of rabid fisherMost of their material was so timely men and, since we have not seen him
that we felt that we could not afford since his return, we cannot be sure
to hold it for later publication. As that he did not succumb to the lure
of rod and reel.
a result, we had to
If a CRESSET deadpostpone one of
line hath greater
our feature articles
charms than the
until later.
Tennessee
fish, we
That leaves us
shall feature next
with only one feamonth a discussion
ture this month but
of the Amsterdam
we think our readConference. If not,
ers will agree that
we have at hand an
it involves a crucial
article which we
question. National
have been saving for
unity has become a
just such an occasion
kind of shibboleth
and which will, we
and the Jack of uniare sure, provoke
ty sometimes disa great deal of very
turbs us. The auPROBLEMS
sober thinking and
thor, Ray Scherer,
probably considerCONTRIBUTORS
is uniquely qualiable discussion.
FINAL NOTES
fied to discuss the
~
subject. He holds
In response to
an M.A. in political
numerous requests,
science from the
we are happy to
University of Chiannounce that
cago and has, for
the past two years, been on NBC's THE CRESSET editors are always
·washington staff. For the past sev- willing to consider for publication
eral months, he has conducted the material submitted by people who
"Report to the Nation" program.
are not members of THE CRESSET
StalL vVc cannot, unfortunately, ac~
We sent our editor off to a spark- cept any responsibility for manuling stream in Tennessee several scripts which are submitted nor can
weeks ago with a record of the pro- we promise to return those that arc
ceedings at the Amsterdam Confer- not used.

. One month there is too
A
copy, the next not enough.
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